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Lakers, Tigers Teams Open
Tourneys With Wins
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Former Ledger writer recalls Bhutto visit
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By ERIC WALKER
Editor
A little more than nine
months ago, Murray Ledger &
Times staff writer Kristin Taylor
sat in Lovett Auditorium and listened to a woman talk about the
dream
of
democracy and
freedom in her
native country.
Yesterday, that
woman
Benazir Bhutto
— was assassinated and her
homeland
stood on the
Taylor
brink of chaos.
And for Taylor. the world
became a little bit smaller.
Bhutto's life — and unfortunately her death too — have
marked her with a place in history. That is no surprise to Taylor.
"When I was listening to her,
I kept thinking this is a woman
who is a part of history," she
said hours following Bhutto's
assassination. "You read about
Pakistan or Saudi Arabia and it
seems so far away. But this
brought it closer to home."
Bhutto spoke in March as

part
of
Murray
State
University's
Presidential
Lecture Series. At the time, she
was living in exile from
Pakistan after twice serving as
its prime minister. In October,
though, she returned to Pakistan
to lead the opposition against
her country's current militarybased government that has been
linked to terroristic support
despite its close alliance with
the U.S.
But Thursday, weeks before
elections that could have placed
Bhutto, 54, back into a position
of power in Pakistan, she was
shot by an unknown assailant as
she left a rally. Her killer then
blew , hinritelf up and killed
approimately 20 others in the
act.
Bhutto's death had almost
immediate repercussions. A mob
looted three banks and set them
on fire, according to an
Associated Press report. About
7,000 people in the central city
of Multan ransacked seven
banks and a gas station and
threw stones at police, and about
100 protesters burned tires in a
commercial quarter of the capital city of Islamabad.

In the U.S., New York City is
home to the nation's largest
Pakistani conununity, with more
than 100,000 residents who
trace their heritage to that country. The city stepped up security
outside the Pakistani consulate
on the Upper East Side of
Manhattan and the residences of
the U.N. ambassador and the
consulate general. Security also
was to be increased outside
Pakistani airlines, Pakistani
banks and in parts of the city
with the most Pakistani residents.
President Bush condemned
the killing, saying "The United
States strongly condemns this
cowardly act by murderous
extremists who are trying to
undermine Pakistan's democracy. Those who committed this
crime must be brought to justice."
His comments were echoed
by Kentucky Sen. Mitch
McConnell. "Benazir Bhutto's
bravery stands in stark contrast
to the cowardice of those who
remain committed only to

II See Page 2A

MSU Photo
Former prime minister of Pakistan, Benazir Bhutto, is shown at a reception following a lecture
at Murray State University earlier this year. Bhutto is shown with, from left, Dr. Brian Clardy,
assistant professor of history at MSU, and Dr. Randy J. Dunn, MSU president.

Survey results show Beshear: Shortfall reaches $434B
pressing needs in
Murray, Calloway
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Drug and alcohol abuse and resultant
child abuse, neglect. hunger and domestic violence are among conditions directors of more than 40 public and private
agencies say impact the lives of many in
Murray and Calloway County.
The data is the result of the newlyreleased
ConcernsCommunity
Community Assessment survey conducted by Robin Taifier, coordinator for
Service Learning, Civic Engagement
and Road-s Scholars at Murray State
University. The survey was distributed
among 43 agencies by Taffier and was
sponsored by the Community Concerns
and Needs Team, which is comprised of
groups such as United Way, Need Line,
Red Cross, Angels Clinic, CUBS,
Calloway County Resource Center,
Murray Housing Authority. Calloway
County Health Department, and churches including Glendale Road Church of
Christ, St. John's Episcopal, Poplar
Springs Baptist, First Christian and First
United Methodist.
Teller said the survey was distributed, collected and the data compiled to
produce an assessment verifying both
known and unknown socio-economic
conditions affecting large numbers of
area residents. However she points out
that the results give only an indication of
the needs of most concern: primarily
among those that frequent participating
agencies.
"The surveys were not widespread
and only give a small snapshot." she
said. 'The (Community Concerns and
Needs Team) wanted to try to determine
what needs exist within the community.
By determining areas of need, that helps
agencies and others direct efforts and
resources in specific areas. It also might
bring up issues with which we and the
connnunity were unaware."
The survey was conducted by asking
agency representatives to rank issues on
a scale ranging from "unimportant" to
-most important."
Donna Herndon. a volunteer with the
assessment group and CUBS and Angels
Attic represanative on the CCNT, said
most of the participating agencies agree
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•Ohild dame and neglect
cerd)
•Lack of health services for unire
sured (84 percent).
10 Drug and alcohol abuse
adults and teensafficutty earning
living(82 percent).
•Lack of affordable health insur
ance (79 percent).
•High cost of prescription drugs(7
percent).
•Lack of affordable health care (7
percent).
• Domestic violence and
percent).
•Decline in support force
and non-profit agencies (69 pa
cent).
•Unemployment(67 percent).
Lack of good,affordable child
and lack of amiable housing (88
percent).
Agency dirictors IdentifIed each
s9orY by vote - shown by Plicosh11.
ages - based on frequency of need-among patrons and ranked them
from "unimportant* to most
tent." The
that Many of the social/economic ills in
Murray-Calloway County reported by
the survey stem from alcohol and drug
abuse.
"Basically what this survey told us is
what do our agencies and organizations
perceive as being most important."
Herndon said. "At the last meeting of
(CCNT), we looked at all of these things
that are important and we saw that if we
have a problem with child neglect or
domestic violence and abuse it all comes
back to substance abuse of some kind."
Other important survey items that
appear tied to substance abuse, according to Herndon. include hunger, a significant percentage of unemployment and a
lack of appropriate parenting.
According to statistics provided by

•See Page 2A
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By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — State
government is projecting a budget
shortfall of about $434 million this
year, and Kentucky's short-term
financial outlook isn't expected to get
much better, Gov. Steve Beshear said
Thursday.
Beshear said at a news conference
that he's asked state bureaucrats to
suggest ways to slash 3 percent from
their agencies' current budgets.
Otherwise, at existing spending levels, the state will run out of money
before the end of June, the end of the
fiscal year, Beshear said.
"It's going to be a lot of pain on a
lot of people, but we will work
through it, and we will come out the
other side in a better financial condition," Beshear said. "That's my job
right now."
Beshear said the financial picture
looks about as bleak for the upcoming
two-year budget cycle. State revenue
next year is expected to fall short of
the current spending levels by about

$525 million, Beshear said.
Last year, state government had an
approximately $14 million surplus,
which officials can carry forward to
pay this year's bills. So while the
shortfall for the current year is technically S434 million. Bedtimes administration is finding itself about $290
million shy.
Nevertheless, the news likely
means less state government spending.
Beshear refused to offer any details
and said he plans to announce more
next week. He said his "utmost priority" is to sustain essential government
services, especially for the state's
most needy.
Beshear said he was considering a
state government hiring freeze but
would not consider layoffs or raising
taxes. He also pumped his plan to
push lawmakers into offering voters a
proposal to amend Kentucky's constitution to allow casino gambling.
Last week, Beshear rescinded pay
raises that his predecessor, Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, gave- to members of the

Kentucky
Parole
Board. Beshear said
the shortfall made it
unwise to give the
raises.
Fletcher
had
issued an ertwoni
order on Dec. 10,
day he left office, to
raise the pay for the
seven parole board
Mishear
members by 20 to 27
percent. Under that order, annual
income rose to $81,000 a year for
members and to $82,000 for the chairman.
Meanwhile, financial problenis
have been popping up in a variety of
state agencies, which have requested
$166 million in additional funding to
get through the fiscal year, which
ends on June 30.
State agencies have been asked to
find ways to slash 3 percent from the
current-year budget. Beshear said. He
did not say how much money the state

III See Page 2A
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BETTER THERE THAN HERE!: An ice fisherman pulls his sled full of gear to a fishing spot on Snail Lake in
Shoreview, Minn.
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Polle•Sheriffs'Ins
Murray Police Departmont
-Theft of medication was reported to the police station Thursday
at 9:42 am
-A theft report at L P Miller and Spruce Streets was taken at
10:20 am
-A VIVI was reported on 13th Street at 1 13 pm
-A cell phone was reported stolen at Nick's at 5 08 p m
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-Criminal mischief was reported on Ky. 121 North Wednesday at
11 a.m.
-A burglary was reported on Tom Taylor Trail Thursday at 10:07
a.m.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
-Deputy Don Tidwell investigated a meth lab dumpsite on Trout
Drive in Hardin Thursday Qualified meth lab cleanup staff
secured the lab
-An attempted burglary was reported last Thursday at 118
College St in Hardin
-A burglary was reported at 8616 Brewers Highway. Benton
Thursday Several tools were stolen from a shop that had been
pried open
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies

City sanitation department
announces holiday schedules
Special to the Ledger
Due to the New Year's holiday. the City of Murray
Sanitation Department will be
closed Tuesday. Jan. I.
During Dec. 31 -Jan. 4. customer, who are scheduled for
pickup on Tuesdays are asked to
set their garbage out on

Wednesday morning. All other
customers should set their
garbage out on their normal
pickup day.
The Murray Transfer Station
will also be closed Jan. I.
If anyone has any questions.
please call 762-0380.

Krajcir Mo. extradition delayed
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Timothy Krajcir's
extradition to Missouri will be delayed now
that the suspected venal killer has been
charged with a second murder in Illinois,
('ape Girardeau County prosecutor Morley
Swingle said Thursday.
In Williamson County, Ill., State's
Attorney Charles Garnati announ d
Thursday that he filed a first-degree muffler
charge against Krajcir, 63, on Christmas
Eve. Krajcir is accused of raping and fatally
stabbing 51 -year-old Virginia Lee Witte of
Marion. III, in 1978.
It's the seventh murder charge filed
against Krajcir, and authorities say two
more are expected. All the crimes happened
between 1977 and 1982. All but one
occurred within an hour's drive of
Carbondale, Ill., where Krajcir lived at the
tune,
Krajcir has already pleaded guilty in one
of the cases, the 1982 strangling of Southern
Illinois University student Deborah
Sheppard at her Carbondale apartment. He

chaos, murder and thwarting
democracy in Pakistan," the
Senate Minority Leader said.
State President
Murray
Randy Dunn expressed sadness
over Bhutto's death. "I am saddened both as a global citizen —
and personally — by Prime
Minister Bhutto's death," he
said in a statement released by
MSU."She was a thoughtful,
rational voice for stability and
democracy in a very volatile
portion of the world and her
killing is a tragedy not just for
the future of Pakistan, but for all
those who value peace."
Speaking that night in
March. Bhutto told the story of
her own father's assassination
as a governmental leader, her
education at Harvard and
Oxford. and sensing the need to
return to Pakistan to bring
democracy to its people.
''Destiny isn't always in our
hands," Bhutto was quoted as
saying that night. "I didn't
choose this life; this life chose
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"It's disappointing because we had 60
was charged this month with killing five
family members who came out, and
victims'
1977
in
three
—
Girardeau
women in Cape
locked and cocked and ready to
were
we
of
and two in 1982. And, he is suspected
on ours," Swingle said.
quickly
killing women in Paducah. Ky., and move
move quickly on theirs."
they'll
"Hopefully
1979.
in
Reading, Pa., both
want justice for Mrs.
"I
said,
Garnati
l
Krajcir is at the Tamms Correctiona
they (Missouri officials) want
Center in Illinois, serving a 40-year sen- Witte. I know
victims. I'm sure we'll all
tence for killing Sheppard. Missouri Gov. justice for their
make sure that happens."
to
together
work
Matt Blunt made a formal extradition
In a statement Thursday, Blunt spokesrequest Dec. 17 so Krajcir could face
Robinson said the governor
charges in the Cape Girardeau killings, and woman Jessica
with the delay but under"
"frustrated
Illinois authorities previously pledged to is
cooperation.
for
need
the
stands
Girardeau
Cape
in
hearing
A
it.
expedite
h knows we want
Blagojevic
"Gov.
Thursday.
County was scheduled for
soon as possible and
as
Missouri
in
But the new charges in Illinois have Krajcir
confident that Illinois will
is
Blunt
Gov.
has
hearing
Missouri
The
things.
changed
release him at the appropriate time and as
been indefinitely postponed.
Robinson said in a
Swingle said an Illinois prison official quickly as possible,"
statement.
written
housed
remain
will
Krajcir
that
told him
Blagojevich spokeswoman Rebecca
there until the Witte case is resolved. A date
complicated issues to
for an initial court appearance hasn't been Rausch said there are
Krajcir is already
because
through
work
who
judge
County
Williamson
set, and the
is expected to
and
states
two
in
charged
will hear the case is out of the office until
eventually be charged in two others.
Wednesday.

From Front

actual revenue growth was less
than I percent.
Beshear Claims that by legalcould save with the spending
izing casino gambling. state
Cuts.
"We're going to have to cut government could rake in about
up our credit cards. We're going S500 million more each year.
Sen. Charlie Borders. Rto have to balance our checkbook so that we can has e sonic- Russell, who heads the Senate
thing to build upon in the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, said in a statement
future." Beshear said.
Beshear said several factors that lawmakers were expecting
have added to the state's finan- a briefing next week.
"Consequently. we will
cial difficulties, including a
national economic downturn reserve comment until that
that has led to the slowest time." Borders said in the stategrowth in employment in sever- ment
Jody
Speaker
House
al years
The state's $18 billion budg- Richards. D-Bowling Green,
et had included assumed re% - also blamed the national econoenue growth of 4 5 percent over my, problems with sub-prime
"During her visit to our camthe past year. Beshear said the mortgages and low employment
pus. she talked with passion And
growth for Kentucky's sagging
optimism about her return from
finances
exile," Dunn added in his state'They're all part of a nationment "Everyone was so
al economic downturn. and
impressed by her genuine cornKentucky is not exempt from
minnent to her people And her
that." Richards said.
country — And she gave her life
The General Assembly
for it. It is rare to cross paths
begins its budget session in
with such an individual and
January
many of us here at MSU are the
Mary Lassiter, the state
richer for it."
budget director, said the state's
Taylor, who resigned from
"rainy day" I und has about $232
the Ledger in September,
million. It's likely that most, if
recalled Bhutto's "down-tonot all, of that money will be
earth" nature which made it
spent in the next two-year budgeasy to connect with her. "She
et, Lassiter said.
was married, had three kids. She
Jim Waters, a policy analyst
told stones about her parents
for the government watchdog
and going to college and learngroup Bluegrass Institute, said
ing about public speaking there.
lawmakers should look for ways
She Was down to earth speaking
to stop spending so much
to reporters. We were Just talkmoney
ing."
The real estate nen. .eems mak if
"All we•se heard is the
"But she set out to change
listen
5,R1 read tuttonal nen spaivrr• or
Frankfort version of 'Chicken
Pakistan Her education, her life
to the TN What re raprnetknI this
Little' and 'The sky is falling,and her family all led her there."
grant
fall moth lenders us. al result
Waters said "If, in fact, we are
Taylor added. "She felt she
trig khans isith kune guidelunc. and the
that far in the hole, then that
needed to go back."
handing out ot adjustable mortgages to
should he a V. akellp call to the
Since that meeting and her
people who should not hase qualified
political leadership in the House
When adjustable mortgages adjust
story, Taylor said she kept an
urns ard mails bilks .annot aflool then
and Senate to take some hard
eye when Bhutto's name
pasments and foreslosures multtpls
looks at spending cuts"
appeared in the paper or she
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From Front
Herndon from the Kentucky
Institute of Medicine, the rate of
drug arrests in Calloway County
is' 54I percent higher than the
state as erAge And more than 2(X)

percent higher than the national
as erage
Dottie Kraemer, director of
C'alloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention,
says she is not surprised that
drug and alcohol abuse is one of
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out aloud as he mourns
A supporter of Pakistan's former prime minister Benazir Bhutto cries
Thursday in Lahore,
protesters
by
afire
set
being
after
burns
car
a
as
Bhutto,
of
the killing
shot and killed in
was
spring,
last
Pakistan. Bhutto, seen below during a visit to Murray State
.
Rawalpindi
in
a suicide attack On her vehicle
heard about her on TV, especially with her return to Pakistan
Just two months ago. And still,
she continued to be impressed
with how Bhutto handled herself despite death threats from
her opponents in Pakistan's government and from terrorists.
"She knew about the opposition and the attacks on her, but
at the same time she didn't
strike out against- them, aside
from verbally," Taylor noted.
"She didn't want to contribute
to the crisis."
Today. hundreds of thousands of mourners paid last
respects to Bhutto as she was
buried at the mausoleum of
Pakistan's most famous political
dynasty. Furious supporters
rampaged through several cities
to protest her assassination.
Some wept. others chanted
"Benazir is alive." as the plain
wood coffin was placed beside
the grave of her father in the
vast, white marble mausoleum.
"Our prayers go out to her
family and all the people of
Pakistan — especially those

who are presently at MSU as
students and staff." Dunn added.
"By her courageous leadership,
she has placed herself on the
pages of history"

the county's most venous concerns.
"We agree with the survey
results and pledge continued
work as a collaborative coalition
to reduce this problem in
Calloway County." Kraemer
said."We have seen good results
in many areas, but know there is
much work to be done. CCASAP will work even harder in

2008 to reduce this problem.**
Herndon also noted that
some of the top problems identified by the survey, such as child
abuse, domestic violence and
lower-cost medical care is being
dealt with by CASA (Court
Appointed Special Advocates),
House, Angels
Merryman
Murray-Calloway
Clinic,
County Hospital Charity Care

•Survey results ...
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Dr Phillip iaapper
Most Insurance Accepted
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Rlapper RN. Hearing Aid Specialist

et%N\Physician's Hearing Center
/1) Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
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and other programs.
Taffier said that while not
perfect. the survey is proving
helpful. "Surveys open the door
to community conversation and
action because they give you
data," she said. "Operating on
gut is one thing. Operating on
information is another. It also
gives our group real information
on which to base and make decisions and take action on."
The CCNT's next meeting is
scheduled for Jan. 25. At that
time, the team plans to further
examine the data collected and
begin discussing steps to
address some of these issues.
Peg Billington, director of
United Way of Murray and
Calloway County. said local
agencies will continue to deal
with some of the situations
reported by the survey the best
they can.
"I feel that since funding is
not as strong as it once was that
we are going to have to consider
putting our money into areas
where the greatest concern is
and people's lives can be
changed," she said. -This is a
wonderful opportunity for the
community to know what the
real needs are and so they will
know that we are working on the
most pressing needs."
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KentuckylnBrief
Louisville Zoo performs daily safety
checks on exhibits
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Louisville Zoo Director John Walczak
took a good look at his zoo's exhibits after a Siberian tiger killed a
man at the San Francisco Zoo this week.
Each day, two-member teams of animal keepers walk the penmeters of the holding areas of a half-dozen or so exhibits at the
Louisville Zoo that hold potentially dangerous carnivores, Walczak
said. The zoo's two Sibehan and three Sumatran tigers are included
in those checks as are polar bears, lions, jaguars, snow
leopards,
great apes and crocodiles.
Nonetheless, the Chnstrnas Day accideht in California made
Walczak "stand and look at the exhibits and reflect on whether there
are any ways to make them better," including safer.
All the exhibits surpass codes and safety standards under professional zoo guidelines. Walczak said.
"We are very proud of our safety record," Walczak said. "If you
come to the zoo, you can count on having a nice, safe experience."
The checks each day are made as the teams walk the perimeters
of the holding areas and look at every aspect (of the exhibits) to
make sure their integrity is maintained and that they are safe,"
Walczak said.
Candy McMahan, the zoo's assistant curator of mammals, said
the keepers check to make sure the appropnate doors on exhibits
are locked. They make sure fences don't have holes or broken
wiring, that trees haven't fallen across fences and that animals have
not been trying to dig under fences, she said.
All exhibits of potentially dangerous animals either have concrete
walls or fences around them, and some have barriers plus moats.
Visitors can view some animals, including crocodiles, only behind
glass.

Pair fighting law allowing bow
hunting in northern Ky. city

FORT THOMAS, Ky. (AP) — Two northern Kentucky residents
want a judge to overturn an ordinance that allows bow hunters to kill
deer within city limits.
The Fort Thomas City Council passed the new law earlier this
month. It allows people to shoot deer on pnvate property with the
owner's permission during the archery season.
But William Sheffield and Lisa Kelly say hunting isn't appropriate
, in city limits.
They filed a lawsuit in Campbell County this week challenging the
ordinance. Their suit contends the law is defective because it doesn't seek to count how many deer are killed or provide insurance or
compensation to anyone injured by the hunts.
The city council plans to review the impact of the hunt after Jan.
21, when hunting season ends.
"The city was pushed by a handful of people in Fort Thomas who
have three to four times the ground I have and are afraid the ground
will be destroyed by deer," Sheffield said. "I don't have a Bambi syndrome. I'm not anti-hunting. I just don't think we need to kill them in
the city."

Louisville officials act quickly to
rework smoking ban
AP
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A new citywide smoking ban calling for
•iffer fines for Louisville businesses could replace the ban tossed
t by a judge last week.
Along with the costlier penalties, the proposed ban would require
siness owners to call police if customers won't stop smoking.
Judge Stephen Ryan threw out the old ban last week because the
Ity
. had exempted smokers at Churchill Downs. The proposed ban
ntains no exemptions.
The new ordinance was introduced Thursday at a Louisville Metro
uncil meeting, according to The Courier-Journal. The council
ns to meet early next month to discuss the changes before a final
*te is taken.
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vis among top spenders for
ailings to constituents
OUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — U.S. Rep. Geoff Davis ranked among
biggest congressional spenders of tax money to send mailings to
stituents last year, which coincided with a tough re-election camn for the Republican.
avis, who represents the 4th District in northern Kentucky, sent
o 716,803 pieces of mass mailings in 2006. His use of the congresxi al franking privilege carried an overall cost of $165,316 to taxp rs.
the 435-member House, Davis was outspent on total mailing
by four congressmen, all fellow Republicans.
verall, U.S. House members spent $20.3 million to send nearly
11 illion pieces of mail last year, an Associated Press review of
pu records shows. Franking lets members of Congress send mail
wit ust a signature where the postage would normally be affixed.
e rest of Kentucky's six-member House delegation ranked far
the list in mailing expenses.
vis spokeswoman Amanda Keating said his mailings were pan
of
effort to keep gonstituents informed. Some newsletters
infdned seniors about the Medicare prescription drug program.
s offered tips on how to obtain federal grants, or notified people aat Davis opened new offices in the district.
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ed man shot at northern Ky. jail
LLIAMSTOWN. Ky. (AP) — A sheriff's deputy shot an armed
ma
o walked into a northern Kentucky jail Thursday wanting to
talk the jailer. Joey T. Montgomery, 31, of Florence, was armed
shotgun in the Grant County Detention Center shortly before
WI
4:3 p.m. EST and demanded to see Grant County Jailer Steve
Kel m, Kentucky State Police said.
puty Brian Wines confronted Montgomery and ordered him to
dro the weapon, but Montgomery turned toward Maines and walked
direction, police said. When Montgomery continued to ignore
in
Ma es' commands and put the shotgun on his shoulder, Maines
ice said.
fire his service wea n, woundin Mont OMe

T ition robbers
get 20 years
4llsiC1NNATI (AP) — Two
collie students who claimed
the) were trying to raise tuition
money through armed robberies
got a tongh lesson in court
Thursday.
A Hatr4lton County common
pleas ju e sentenced Andrew
Butler an Christopher Avery to
son terms and told
20-year
them dir4 financial straits don't
justify b4aking the law.
Butle4 20. and Avery, 22,
apologi
to their families and
their v tims before Martin
imposed he sentence.
The frn pleaded guilty to
two ch es of aggravated robbery an4 six charges of kidnapping.
Butl4r. who attended the
Unive ty of Toledo. told
Martin i an earlier hearing that
tuition ncreases outpaced his
schoIa,hips and financial aid.
Avery. a student at the
Univeriity of Cincinnati, said he
couldn't pay for summer classes
after an internship fell through.
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Teen killed was helping friend
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —

The last minutes of a 17-yearold boy's life were spent trying
to save his friend from the tiger
that was mauling him at the San
Francisco Zoo, only to have the
animal turn on him, police and
family members said.
Carlos Sousa Jr. and his
friend's brother
desperately
tried to distract
the 350-pound
Siberian tiger,
but the big cat
instead came
after Sousa.
-He didn't
run. He tried to
help his friend,
Sousa Jr.
and it was him
who ended up
getting it the worst," the teen's
father, Carlos Sousa Sr., said
Thursday after meeting with
police.
The heroic portrait of Sousa
and a timeline of the dramatic
Chrisunas Day attack emerged
as officials revealed that the
tiger's escape from its enclosure
may have been aided by walls
that were well below the height
recommended by the accrediting agency for the nation's zoos.
San Francisco Zoo Director
Manuel A. Mollinedo acknowledged that the wall around the
animal's pen was just 12 1/2 feet
high, after previously saying it
was 18 feet. According to the
Association
of Zoos &
Aquariums, the walls around a
tiger exhibit should be at least
16.4 feet high.
Mollinedo said it was becoming increasingly clear the tiger
leaped or climbed out, perhaps
by grabbing onto a ledge.
Investigators have ruled out the
theory the tiger escaped through
a door behind the exhibit at the
zoo, which remained closed
Friday.
"She had to have jumped," he
said."How she was able to jump
that high is amazing to me."
Mollinedo said safety inspectors had examined the wall, built
in 1940, and never raised any
red flags about its size.
"When the AZA came out
and inspected our zoo three
years ago, they never noted that
as a deficiency." he said.
-Obviously now that something's happened, we're going

to be revisiting the actual
height."
The 4-year-old tiger, a
female named Tatiana, went on
a rampage near closing time
Tuesday, killing Sousa and
severely injuring the two others
before police shot it to death.
Brothers Paul Dhaliwal, 19,
and Kulbir Dhaliwal, 23, were at
San Francisco General Hospital
with severe bite and claw
wounds. Their names were provided by hospital and law
enforcement sources who spoke
on condition of anonymity
because the family had not yet
given permission to release their
names.
After interviewing the brothers, police said Kulbir Dhaliwal
was the animal's first victim.
As the tiger clawed and bit
him. Sousa and the younger
brother yelled in hopes of scaring it off him, police said. The
cat then went for Sousa, slashing his neck as the brothers ran
to a zoo cafe for help.
After killing the teenager. the
tiger followed a trail of blood
left by Kulbir Dhaliwal about
3()0 yards to the cafe, where it
mauled both men, police said.

SEASONED

AP

Police Chief Heather Fong discusses a Christmas Day tiger attack at the San Francisco Zoo
during a news conference pn Thursday in San Francisco. Tatiana, a 350-pound Siberian tiger,
escaped from its enclosure'and attacked three people, killing one, before police killed it.
Four officers who had
already discovered Sousa's
body then arrived and found the
cat sitting next to one of the
bloodied brothers, police Chief
Heather Fong said. The victim
yelled, "Help me! Help me!"
and the animal resumed its
attack, Fong said.
The officers used their patrol
car lights to distract the tiger,
and it turned and began
approaching them, leading all
four to open fire, she said.
Police are still investigating
how Tatiana was able to leave
the enclosure.

At least one expert said the
wail was low enough for the
tiger to leap to the top.
Zoo officials said a "moat"
separating the habitat from the
public viewing area that measured 33 feet across contained no
water, and has never had any.
They did not address whether
that affected the tiger's ability to
get out.
"I think it could be feasible
for a cat that has been taunted or

Wall of tiger pen lower than reported
The wall around the tiger exhibit at the San Francisco Zoo is nearly
the recommended height Safety inspectors examined
the 1940 wall without raising any red flags about its sae
4 feet below

Tiger s irving area

Minimum
recommended ......
height: 16.4 feet
-

Fence

Actuai sae app 12 5feet

33 feet
SOCFICFS San Francisco Zoo Assooatan ol Zoos and Aquarsens

whether the victims had teased
the tiger.
On Thursday, Fong denied
earlier reports that police were
looking into the possibility that
the victims had dangled a leg or
other body part over the edge of

the moat, after a shoe and blood
was found inside the enclosure.
No shoe was found inside, but a
shoeprint was found on the railing of the fence surrounding the
enclosure, and police are checkangered," 'Jack Hanna, former ing it against the shoes of the
director of the Columbus Zoo, three victims, she said.
said Thursday. "I don't think it
AZA spokesman Steven
would ever just do it to do it."
Feldman said the minimum recPolice have not addressed ommended height of 16.4 feet is

AP.

a guideline and that a zoo
could still be deemed safe even
if its wall were lower.
Accreditation
standards
reqiiire "that the barriers be adequate to keep the animals and
people apart from each other,r
Feldman said. "Obviously
something happened to cause
that not to be the case in this

just

incident."
Many other U.S. zoos have
significantly
higher
walls
around their tigers.
Mollinedo said surveil]MOD
cameras and new fencing will be
installed around the exhibit.
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What businesses
want for 2008

1

As 2008 quickly approaches. the Kentucky General
Assembly 44111 S0011 be in session with many difficult deciMOM 10 make. Gov. Steve Beshear's first budget will be
under consideration, and hundreds of competing interest groups will be working to
sway lawmakers' opinions. The Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce will also be at the
Capitol. speaking for the business community of Kentucky and hoping to improve
the state's business climate for all Kentuckians.
After talking to hundreds of business
leaders across the Commonwealth, the
Chamber has developed a legislative agenGuest Voice da,
"Bold Steps to Advance Kentucky."
By Dave
These bold steps include five top priorities
Adkisson
aimed at making Kentucky more competiPresident/CEO tive: improving education: affordable health
Ky Chamber of care: reducing workers' compensation costs;
Commerce
fixing the public employee benefits problem, and providing incentives to grow
small businesses
I. Postsecondary Education
On Dec 4. the Chamber's Task Force on Postsecondary
Education released the findings of a study launched in May.
The study. which researched the strengths and weaknesses of
Kentucky's college and university system, will shape the
basis of the Chamber's public agenda on higher education.
Students are entitled to a world-class education that prepares
them for today's globally competitive market and provides
employers with the highly skilled employees to do the same

4. Small Business Incentives
Small. locally owned businesses provide over half of the
lobs across Kentucky. and in sonic regions, the percentage is
even higher. Too many small businesses fail when they could
have succeeded, and too many struggle for too long simply
to stay afloat, when they should be in a position to think
about growth In addition to offering incentives to locate
companies in Kentucky. we believe it is time for the Commonwealth to provide additional incentives to help small
Kentucky companies grow and create jobs. These jobs, created by Kentuckians. are more likely to stay in Kentucky.
5. Public Emplo,ee Benefits
Last year. in partnership with the Pnchard Committee for
Academic Excellence and the Kentucky League of Cities. the
Chamber launched The Coalition for Sustainable Public
Employee Benefits As a part of this pniject. the Chamber
will focus on working with the General Assembly and Executive Branch to develop A meaningful solution to the growing costs of public employee benefits Meaningful reform
must take into consideration strategies that private employers
have addressed, including cost saving changes to eligibility
requirements, pension benefits, health care benefits and compensation levels
As public retirement and health care costs escalate, they
drain tax dollars away from basic services and education on
the state and local level. Between 1996 and 2008. health
care and retirement costs consumed most of all the new
money appropriated for education
We believe there are several key opportunities for the
business community to have a positive impact in the 2008
Session of thee-Kentucky General Assembly These bold steps
to advance Kentucky will not only help Kentucky companies
thrive, but, more importantly. all Kentuckians
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2. Workers' Compensation
The Chamber is helping it) create workers' compensation
legislation that clearly defines injury and disability, requires
independent medical examinations and objective medical findings. protects the integrity of exclusive remedy, and minimizes litigation. The Chamber supports legislation that overturns case law that runs counter to these core principles, and
supports legislatise and regulatory efforts to control rising
medical and prescription drug costs.
3. Health Care Costs
With the ever-rising costs of health care, the business
community supports a comprehensive state strategy to
increase the number of medical professionals trained in Kentucky AS well as innovative approaches to encourage them to
practice in the Commonwealth The Chamber also advocates
incentives for businesses to offer wellness programs and
wants to make permanent an earlier law that requires quality
health care cost information to he made available to consumers Additionally, in an Mort to discourage smoking, the
Chamber favors an increased cigarette tax - an issue the
majority of our members support.
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Bhutto's death deals severe blow to U.S.
WASHINGTON IAP)
The assassination of former
Pakistani Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto has dealt a
severe blow to U.S. efforts
to restore stability and
democracy an a turbulent.
nuclear-armed Islamic nation
that has been a critical ally
in the war on terror.
While not entirely dependent on Bhutto. recent Bush
administration policy on Pakistan had focused heavily on
promoting reconciliation
between the secular opposition leader who has been
dogged by corruption allegations and Pakistan's increasingly unpopular president.
Pervez Musharraf, ahead of
parliamentary elections set
for January.
In Washington and Islamabad. U.S. diplomats urged
that Jan. II elections should
not be postponed and strongly advised against a reimposition of emergency rule that
Musharraf had lifted just
weeks ago
The Untied States has
poured billions of dollars in
financial assistance into Pakistan since Sept. 11. 2001.
when Musharraf made a calculated decision to align his
government with Washington
in going after al-Qaida and
the Talihan in neighboring
Atghanistan. That move is
blamed for several unsuccessful assassination attempts on
him.
But It was not immediately clear. however, what if
any influence Washington
might have or whether Bhutto's death would drive the
United States into a deeper
embrace of Musharraf. whom
some believe offers the hest
chance for Pakistani stability
despite his democratic shortcomings
-nu, latest tragedy is
likely to reinforce beliefs
that Pakistan is a dangerous,
messy place and potentially
sery unstable and fragile and
that they need to cling to
Musharraf even more than
they did in the past," said
Daniel Markey, who left the
State Department this year
and is now a senior fellow
at the private Council on
Foreign Relations
"The weight of the
administration IS 41111 convinced that Musharraf is a
helpful rather than a harmful
figure." he said
Amid the political chaos

WASHINGTON

ODAY

By MATTHEW LEE

and uncertainty roiling the
country in the wake of
Bhutto's slaying. U.S. officials scrambled Thursday to
understand the implications
for the massive aid and
counter-terrorism programs
that have been cnticized by
lawmakers, especially as alQaida and Taliban extremists
appear resurgent along the
Pakistan-Afghan border.
Underscoring the concerns.
a grim President Bush interrupted his vacation to personally. condemn Bhutto's
murder, demanding that those
responsible he brought to
Justice and calling on Pakistanis to continue to press
for democracy.
"We urge them to honor
Benazir Bhutto's memory by
continuing with the democratic process for which she
so bravely gave her life."
Bush told reporters at his
Texas ranch, before speaking
briefly to Musharraf by
phone.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice said Bhutto's
assassination would "no
doubt test the will and
patience of the people of
Pakistan" but called on the
Pakistani people in a statement to work together to
build a more moderate,
peaceful, and democratic
future."
Yet such calls could fall
on deaf VIM, experts said.
—The United States does
not have a great deal of

leverage where Pakistan is
concerned." said Wtndy
Sherman, who served as
counselor to former Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright.
"And at the end of the day,
the decisions are going to be
made by the Pakistani people
and by the leadership of
Pakistan and not by the
United States."
Other analysts warned that
Bhutto's assassination might
further damage Musharraf,
whose democratic credentials
have been seriously tarnished
by growing authontananism.
and have lead to widespread
unrest.
"Legitimacy for Musharraf
will be deferred if not
impossible," said Christine
Fair, a South Asia expert at
the RAND Corporation. "The
U.S likely does not have a
plan for this contingency as
Musharraf remains a critical
ally and because Bhutto's
participation was hoped to
confer legitimacy to the
upcoming January elections."
She also warned that the
murder could embolden militants in Pakistan to seek out
other high-profile targets.
Bhutto, who served twice
as Pakistan's prime minister
between 19814 and 1996. was
mortally wounded Thursday
in a suicide attack that also
killed at least 20 others at a
campaign rally in Rawalpindi. She had returned to Pakistan from an eight-year exile
on Ckt. 18 when her home-

•

coming parade in Karachi - _
was also targeted by a suicide attacker.
The attempt on her life
added to U.S. concerns abos
the country that had already
been heightened by the situ..
tion in Pakistan, largely
ungoverned frontier province
where a truce between
Musharraf's government ant
tribal leaders is credited wh
helping extremists regroup
and reorganize.
In addition, Musharraf's
declaration of emergency
fall, along with a clampd
on opposition figures and
judges. irritated the admin
traction, which was cntici
in Congress for lax overs t
of the nearly $10 billion
U.S. that poured into the
country since he became
indispensable counter-term
ally after. 9/11/.
Under heavy U.S. pres
sure, Musharraf resigned
army chief and earlier th
month lifted emergency
to prepare for the electi
Bhutto's return and abilit to
run for parliament had
a cornerstone of Bush's
cy in Pakistan.
Congress last week
imposed new restrictions
U.S. assistance to Pabst
including tying $50 milli
in military aid to State
Department assurances th
the country is making "c
cened efforts" to prevent rrorists from operating ins
its borders.
Under the law, which
vides a total of $300 mit ion
in aid to Pakistan and was
signed by Bush on Wednesday, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice also must
guarantee that Pakistan is
implementing dernoctatic
reforms, including releasing
political prisoners at restoring an independent jidiciary.
The law also prevents any
of the funds from bdng
used for cash transfer assistance to Pakistan, but that
stipulation had alreada been
adopted by the administration.
Eorroa's NOTE: Matthew
Lee covers foreign affairs
and diplomacy for The Associated Press.
Associated Press reporters
Charles Babington, Desmond
Butkr and Eileen Sullivan in
Washington and Ben Feller
in Crawford. Texas contributed to this :tory.
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Mable Arnett Parish Lamb
Mable Arnett Parish Lamb, 95, Woodpecker Lane, New
Concord, died Thursday, Dec. 27, 2007, at 9 a.m. at her home. ImesMiller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom

Mrs. Marian Hansen
A memorial service for Mrs. Marian Hansen will be Saturday at
Ii a.m. at Aurora Christian Church. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral
Home of Murray is in charge of arrangetiaents.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Aurora Christian
Church Mission Fund, 8078 Aurora Hwy., Benton, KY 42025.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
Mrs. Hansen, 72, Benton, died Wednesday, Dec. 26, 2007, at
9:11 p.m. at her home. She was a member of Aurora Christian
Church. Born Oct. 5, 1935, in Peoria. Ill., she was the daughter of
the late Leo Wead and Louise Dismang Wead. Also preceding her
in death were one son, Mark Hansen, and one sister, Jean Hensen.
Survivors include her husband, Glenn Hansen; one son. Gregory
Alan Hansen, Peoria: two daughters, Mrs. Christine Belknap,
Murray, and Mrs. Angelia Norbits. Sarasota, Fla.; one sister, Mrs.
Betty Kelly, Peoria; six grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

Richard Max Shackelford
A memorial gathering for friends and family of Richard Max
Shackelford will be Saturday at 3 p.m. at the American Legion Hall,
207 Legion St., Verona, Wis. A reception will follow from 4 to 6
p.m. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Olbnch Botanical
Gardens, 333() Atwood Ave.. Madison, WI 53704 or to Outreach
Program for the Elderly, 200 W. Main St., Mount
Horeb, WI 53572.
Mr. Shackelford, 92, Verona, died Thursday,
-411. Sept. 20, 2007, at his home. He was emeritus professor of genetics and meat and animal science at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison. Born Jan. 23,
1915, in Murray, Ky., he was the oldest child of John and Mary B.
Wilcox Shackelford's five children.
He was a 1936 graduate of Murray State College and did his
graduate work in the department of genetics at the University of
Wisconsin in 1940, where he began research and publication on the
inheritance of color phases of mink and red fox. His studies were
interrupted by World War II and he served in the Navy from 194246 as a navigator aboard the USS Howard, a destroyer minesweeper(DMS-7)stationed mainly in the Pacific theater.
Upon leaving the service, he returned to the University of
Wisconsin to complete his Ph.D. studies in genetics and endocrinology. He joined the faculty as assistant professor of genetics in 1947
and published the results of his doctoral research in "Genetics of the
Ranch Mink" in 1950. For nearly 40 years he conducted extensive
research on the color phases of fur-bearing animals a the university's Animal Husbandry. In 1949 he established a two-day Mink
Farmers' Summer School in Madison which attracted 200 mink
breeders from home and abroad. He was promoted to the rank of
full professor in 1968. In 1974, he received a distinguished alumnus
award from Murray State University.
Survivors include one son, Jole Shackelford and wife, Frankie,
St. Paul; grandsons, Gorrn of London, England and Leif of
Oakland, Calif.; sister-in-law, Marilyn Shackelford; nephews,
Steven and Tim Shackelford; one niece, Susan Davis.

Paid Obituaries
William M. (13i11) Barker
A graveside service for William M. (Bill) Barker was today
(Friday) at II a.m, at the Murray City Cemetery. Chuck Shuffett
officiated.
.
s '
Pallbearers were William Gordon, Larry Elkins,
Benny Purcell, Nicky Ryan. Tony Thompson,
Mickey Boggess, Cal Luther, active; former and
present employees of the Murray Electric System,
honorary group. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Murray High School Athletic Department, c/o Teresa Speed, 501
Doran Rd., Murray. KY 42071.
Mr. Barker,94. Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 23, 2007. at 8:30 p.m.
at Alvin C. York V.A. Medical Center, Murfreesboro, Tenn. An
Army veteran of World War II, he had retired in 1979 as superintendent of the Murray Electric System. He attended First United
Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 27, 1913, in Wedowee, Ala., he was the son of the late
Joe Wheeler Barker and Beuna Traylor Barker. Also preceding him
in death were two sisters, Mary Watkins and Merlie Brown, and one
brother, John Barker.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Charlotte Owen Barker; one
daughter, Mrs. Jennie Arnold and husband, Bob. Frankfort; one
grandson, William Gordon, Murray; four nephews. Bob Brown, Bill
Barker Brown. Michael Brown and Joe Barker, all of Georgia.

1111.,

wh

Mrs. Kathleen Carol Etherton
The funeral for Mrs. Kathleen Carol Etherton will be Saturday at
1 I 1 30 a.m. at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Paris.
Tenn., where she was a member. Private burial services will follow
the funeral service. Visitation will be from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Saturday at the church. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com.
Mrs. Etherton, 71, Country Club Drive, Puryear. Tenn., died
Tuesday. Dec. 25, 2007, at 3:30 a.m. at her home. Born Sept. 9,
1936. she was the daughter of the late David Carl Hayman and
Esther Hayman.
Survivors include her husband, Dr. Virgil W. Etherton; two sons,
Daniel Etherton and wife, Misha. Plano, Texas, and Dr. Wade
Etherton and wife. Dr. Bambi Elberton. Murray, Ky.; three daughters, Mrs. Crystle Jones. Puryear, Mrs. Melanie Puckett. Murray,
and Mrs. Leah Haws and husband. Gary, Puryear: three brothers,
Daniel Hayman and Chuck Hayman, both of Wisconsin, and Dr.
David Hayman. Illinois; one sister. Mrs. Marlene Worm and husband, Fred, Colorado; 22 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
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Millions could have to wait
until February to get tax refund
WASHINGTON (AP) — million and 4 million people
More than 3 million people will filed in January for their 2(X)6
have to wait until February to taxes using those forms, with
get their tax refunds because of many expecting a refund, the
Congress' late fix to the alter- IRS said. The average refund
native minimum tax. the IRS was $2,324, the agency said.
"We regret the inconvensaid Thursday.
Congress put a one-year ience the delay will mean for
freeze on growth of the altema- million of early tax filers, espetive minimum tax last week, cially those expecting a
acting
IRS
shielding many middle- and refund."
upper-middle income taxpayers Commissioner Linda Stiff said.
As many as 13.5 million
from first exposure to the tax.
But Congress' late action people will have to wait until
means the Internal Revenue Feb. 11 to start filing with the
Service won't be able to start five AMT-related forms, but
processing five AMT-related the IRS. said filing patterns
forms until February. delaying show only between 3 million to
potential refunds for those peo- 4 million of those people file
plc until that month. Between 3 daring the early tax season.
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U.S. Pakistanis fear instability back home

NEW YORK (AP) —
Pakistanis across the U.S.,
regardless of whether they supported Benazir Bhutto, mourned
her on Thursday and womed
that her assassination could
destabilize their homeland and
threaten the safety of family
members living there.
1 imagine this is how the
people of this country felt after
Kennedy's assassination," said
Syed Hassan, a Houston resident
who moved from Pakistan 20
years ago. "When these kind of
things happen, it just shatters
you."
At least half a million
Pakistanis live in the United
States, with the largest concentrations in New York and New
Jersey, according to Boston
University
professor
Adil
Najam.
Mian Zahid Ghani, a former
journalist with a Pakistani news
agency now living in New
Brunswick, N.J., predicted
Bhutto's assassination would
force cancellation of Pakistan's
upcoming elections. He said
many Pakistanis would blame
President Pervez Musharraf for
the killing, bringing "a lot of
chaos and unrest."
"It has already started today.
There might be a civil war.
Musharraf should be planning
his exit," Ghani said.
New York City is home to the
nation's largest Pakistani community, with more than 100,000
residents who trace their heritage to that country, according
to Mayor Michael Bloomberg,
who released a statement
Thursday deploring the assassination.
The city stepped up security
outside the Pakistani consulate
on the Upper East Side of
Manhattan and the residences of
the U.N. ambassador and the
consulate general. Bloomberg
said security also would be
increased outside Pakistani airlines. Pakistani banks and in
parts of the city with the most
Pakistani residents.
In a neighborhood dubbed
Curry Hill, just south of midtown on Manhattan's East Side,
Pakistanis were glued to television sets as news of Bhutto's
death unfolded.
"I love her. It's very sad,"
said Sharrnen Talukbar, 32, who
struggled not to weep as she
bustled behind the counter of a
Pakistani restaurant.
In another nearby restaurant.
waiter Abid Asghar — who was
wearing a Yankees cap — worried about the aftermath of the
slaying.
"This is very bad for
Pakistan's image abroad," said
Asghar, who emigrated to the
United States 12 years ago. "In
Pakistan, it's sad to say, there is

AP ,

A woman wipes away tears, left, while another holds a photo of Pakistan's former Prime
Minister Benazir Bhutto at an impromptu rally in a Pakistani neighborhood in New York City
Thursday.
no tolerance."
In Chicago, Syed Raza was
driving his taxi when he heard
the news that the 54-year-old
former erime minister had been
gunned down in Rawalpindi.
He called his regular clients
to say he was too grief-stricken
to work and within an hour,
stood on a corner in the heart of
Chicago's main Pakistani neighborhood holding a small picture
of Bhutto.
"She was the only hope for
Pakistan," said Raza, who has
worked as a cab driver for 20
years.
Like
other
PakistaniAmericans. Razz spent much of
Thursday on the phone with
friends and relatives in Pakistan.
Raza's wife was in Karachi with
the couple's three children and
told him she could hear gunfire
and see smoke from riots in the
city.
—There's big chaos there," he
said. "I'm very worried about
my wife and kids."
In New Jersey, Hameed Butt,
a former president and chairman
of the Pakistani League of
America, heard the news of
Bhutto's death Thursday morning by phone from his brother,
who lives about 100 miles from
Lahore.
"I don't have words to say."
said Butt, a retired chemist who
has lived in Edison, Ni., since
leaving Pakistan in 1971. "I'm
so shocked ... She was a symbol
of modern Islam."

AP

Pakistan's former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto waves to
her supporters as she leaves Liaquat Bagh after addressing
her last public rally in Rawalpindi Thursday. Opposition
leader Bhutto was assassinated Thursday in a suicide attack
that also killed at least 20 others.

Car bomb kills 11, wounds 64 in central Baghdad
BAGHDAD (AP) — A car
bomb detonated in the middle of
a busy market in central
Baghdad this morning, killing at
least II People and wounding
64, police and hospital officials
said.
At least one woman and a
child were killed in the blast, a
police officer said on condition
of anonymity as he was not
authorized to talk to the press.
The popular market in
Tayaran Square — a predominantly Shiite area that has been
targeted by insurgents in the past
— was full of shoppers heading
home from prayers. In late May,
a car bomb killed 23 people in
the square.
The bombing comes at the
end of a relatively quiet holiday
period in Iraq's capital.
Violence across the country is
down nearly 60 percent, according to the U.S. military, largely
because of an influx of
American troops in the capital
and the growth of anti-al-Qaida
in Iraq groups in Anbar province
and elsewhere.
But violence still plagues
Diyala province just north of
Baghdad. where U.S. commanders say many of the militants that
held parts of the capital earlier
this year have fled.
American and Iraqi troops
have increased operations in

Diyala in recent weeks.
The U.S. military said it had
killed four heavily armed gunmen tied to al-Qaida in Iraq in an
operation
today
near
Muqdadiyah in Diyala. Another
was killed in a predominantly
Sunni area south of Baghdad.
On Thursday, the U.S. military said that it had killed 12 suspected terrorists and detained 37
others during a Dec. 22-25 operation near Muqdadiyah.
In Seoul, South Korea's parliament voted Friday to extend
the country's troop deployment
in Iraq for another year, amid
protests by activists opposed to
the decision. South Korea has
650 troops in Iraq.
Meanwhile, an official with
Iraq's oil ministry said late
Thursday it had threatened to
stop all crude exports to South
Korea if Seoul proceeds with a
deal it signed with the semiautonomous Kurdistan regional
government.
The comment backs up the
central government's promise to
not do business with oil firms
trying to get a foothold in
Kurdistan before a new oil revenue-sharing law is passed.
In early November, a consortium led by the state-run Korea
National Oil Corp., or KNOC.
secured exploration rights from
the Kurdish regional govern-

ment for an oil field in the northern province. The Korean consortium includes SK Energy.
South Korea's biggest oil refiner. and GS Holdings Corp.
"The ministry has made it
clear that no contracts should be
signed until a new national oil
law is passed," Assem Jiham, a
ministry spokesman, told The
Associated Press. "There was a
clear warning to these compa-
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Hansen gives six key principles
in his e-mail to the newspaper

planned for the
The following is a reminder of an event
Murray Ledger
the
in
published
coming week that was recently
& Times.

Bjarne A. Hansen, executive director of
Murray-('alloway Transit Authority, included six key principles to be used in everyday life in his announcement for a board
meeting as follows:
I. Recharge vs. Discharge - Recharge
mentally physically and spiritually;
2. View Family as a Blessing - experience joy at both work and home;
3. Pray Don't Pout - respond to your
circumstances in a way that will bring
decisions;
Datebook clarity to youraround
- learn to help othit
Pass
4.
Burkeon
By Jo
self:
off
focus
take
and
Community
5. Invest Don't Spend - learn to focus
Editor
on what matters most;
6. Lease a legacy - don't just take from the past, develop and use out a clear life purpose that is focused on the

King of Murray.
Meghan King, daughter of Ted and Joan
Janice Clark of
and Patrick Clark, son of Edward and
2007, at 2:30
Louisville, will be married Saturday, Dec. 29,
have been
Invitations
Murray.
p.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church,
sent.

Make A Difference Day
scheduled for Jan. 12

future.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
ing

moms,
Mother to Mother. a support group for breastfeed
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Photo provided

DONATION PRESENTED: Pictured are Nancy Mieure,
President of the Hazel Woman's Club. presenting a donation
from the Club to Peggy Billington, Executive -Director of the
United Way of Murray Calloway County.

will be SaturThe 64th Make A Difference Recycling Day
State Uniday. Jan. 12, from 9 a.m. to I p.m. at the Murray
lot.
parking
Stadium
Stewart
Roy
versity
Items to be collected include the following:
clothing, ink jet
Eye glasses, motor oil, glass, tin, plastic,
batteries and
household
cans,
aluminum
phones,
cell
cartridges,
or box
bundle
bag,
please
to
mixed paper. Persons are asked
paper.
community
Many of the items recycled go to assist area
organizations.
759-1918 or
For more information, contact Bill Wells at
762-7333.
at
Center
Resource
Family
the Calloway County

Men's Breakfast on Jan. 5

Men's Breakfast ot the Blood River Baptist Association will
a.m. at Memonal Baptist Church,
be Saturday. Jan 5. at
made by Wednesday. Jan. 2.
by
must
ns
Murray Reservatio

event
Oaks Club plans New Year's Eve
non-members to

Oaks Country Club invites members and
celebrate New Year's Eve. Dec. 31, from l p.m. to 1 p.m. at
the club. Gary Long will provide the music. For reservations
or information call 753-6454.

Blood drives scheduled here

Calloway County Chapter ol the American Red Cross will
has a blood dnve today from 2 to 7 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray: and on Sunday from
II a.m. to 3 p.m. at Kroger. 808 North 12th St.. Murray. All
presenting donors will have the opportunity to enter a drawing for one of three 32 inch flat-screen, high definition tele-

4
Glory Bound's next event will be Jan.
will meet

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry
again on Friday. Jan 4. from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of
Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella There is no admission charge. but items for Need Line will
he accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753%43, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666
. or e-mail glory-bound4ho4auukcx.,Qlory Bound will not
; meet Friday. Dec. 28.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
,

Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastward Baptist Church
For information or for 4 ode call 753-1834.

Shriners Bingo canceled

Murray Shriner% announced that Bingo will not he held
tonight at 6:30 at the Shnne Club facility. Ky. 121 North.
Murray Proceeds help support many local and Shrine chanta: hie Jett% tiles Bingo will he scheduled again on Fhday. Jan.
II

The Murray High School
chapter of Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA)
presented the first session of
"Kids Count- recently at Murray Elementary School (MES).
Matthew Parker. coordinator of the project, explained
the purpose of this project is
to develop and present an educational program for elementary students to increase their
understanding and support to
the American enterprise system. "There is much to learn
about this topic, but we intend
to focus on the financial principle of saving money.- Parker said. "This concept is understandable for children and it's
a habit they need to practice
while they are young."
Some of the materials that
are—being used for the project
have been provided by the
Kentucky Society of CPAs,
including piggy banks provided for the children to begin
saving moms The high school
students presented the program
at Murray Elementary School
in two sessions.
During the first session
FBLA members introduced the
idea of saving to the students
and distributed the hunks. Students also played a tun "penny
pickup- game in the cafeteria
to get the kids started in their

East will destroy writing portfolios

Last Elementary Schisil will destroy all wnting portfolios
from 1996-2003. according to Jessica O'Neal. guidance counselor This record documents the writing skills of students and
fulfills the guidelines set forth by the Commonwealth Accountability testing system (CATS)). Writing portfolios are to be
maintained at the 4th grade level and documents the students
hest writings produced in all ot their classes oser seseral
months Any parent of a student that was in the 4th grade
during 1996-20111 at East Elementary School may come and
pick up their children's writing portfolio the week of Jan 7 to
II

Seniors plan crochet class

Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar
St will hold a crochet class each Monday from 9 to II a.m.
in thc education room dunng January and February The class
to begin Jan 7 will he conducted by Fran Lathan. There are
a limited number of spots. so call Ten Cohb at 753-0929 to
sign up for the class

Christmas in the Park being shown

The "Christmas in the Park: Festival ol Lights 2007- is
now being shown in the Murray-Calloway County Park on
Arcadia Drise There is no admission fee, but the park is asking tor either cash or goods donations for Murray-Calloway
County Need line which is entirely soluntary. according to
Matt Martin. parks director The display is open to public from
6 to 9 pm each night through the holiday penod ending New
Year's Day

American Legion Oratorical Contest will be for
high school students at Calloway County, Murray
High school students of Calloway County have been invitdo

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St

NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JAN. 3
moviesinmurray.com
Alvin & The Chipmunks
PG. 1:00 - 3.10 - 6.55 • 9:00

Charlie Wilson's War
R • 1:35 • 3:50 - 7:05 - 9:25

P.S. I Love You
PG13 - 1 25 - 4 00 - 715 - 945
SHOWTIMES BEFORE
-- PM DAILY THRU JAN '

National Treasure
PG - 12:55 - 145 - 6:50 - 9:35

Ahem vs. Predator Regain
R. 115 - 3:25 - 7:30 - 940

'Magical Christmas' now at home

"Magical Christmas" is now being shown each night at the
home of Scooter and Barbara Paschall. 404 State Line Road
%Seq. Hazel Hours will he from 5 to 9:30 pm . Monday
through Thursday, and from 5 to 10:30 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday. through Sunday. Dec 30. This is a corriputenzed celebration of Lights A 1(11) percent of donations 'will go to Need
line of hit/ITA and Calloway County. along with donations of
money. toiletnes. blankets. etc As you pass, roll down the
window Or tulle the radio to 101-3 FM.

Photo pnvided

were, from left, front
MHS FBLA students involved in the "Kids Count" presentations at MES
back row, Nolan
Perry,
Ashley
k,
Haverstoc
row, Matthew Parker. Cattle Wilson, Haley
Sierra Foster.
and
Capps
Colin
Blalock,
Shelby
Caitlin
Williams,
Bell.
Jackson, Jacob
"We want the children to
. However, the project has
savings efforts.
the importance of
Parker said during the fol- involved many members of the understand
It isn't complimoney.
saving
the
of
one-third
(about
club
members
FBLA
lowing month.
there are just
fact
In
cated.
busy
been
have
who
will encourage the children to chapter)
making three steps: Set a goal, make
November
save their money. Members of since
and start saving. We
the MHS FBLA will return in posters, preparing materials for a plan.
did these three steps
actually
g
conductin
and
January for a second class- the classes,
first class session."
the
during
surveys
and
interviews
research,
and
review
to
room session.
said.
Parker
about
n
informatio
gather
to
evaluate what the children have
savings.
learned.

Walk Hard
R. 1:10- 3:20- 7 10-9:20

I Am Legend
PG13 • 1:20 - 3:35 - 7.35 - 9:50
.

INSURANCE
HOME • AUTO • BUSINESS• FARM

of two parts: (1) Prepared Ora- the National finals." Commannon, where students are required der Brown says. "We really
to speak for 8 -10 minutes on hope that one of our local stuany phase of the Constitution dents can duplicate Ashley's
of the United States. empha- effort and go even deeper into
sizing the duties and obliga- the National Finals field this
tions of citizens to the gov- year," he says.
According to Brown, the
ernment and (2) Assigned Topic
portion. where students must local contest offers two $100
talk for 3 -5 minutes on one prizes for first and second place
of four sections of the Con- local Post #73 winners with
stitution determined on the date the opportunity to advance to
Yahoos elimination rounds of
of the competition.
"The members of Post #73 competition culminating in
of Murray are extremely proud awards of university scholarthat Calloway student Ashley ships in the amounts of $18.000,
Winkler won the Kentucky State $16.000 and $14,000 at the
Championship and advanced to national level.
"We would really like to
see an outstanding student from
one of our high schools win
that type of college scholarship assistance, and the personal and community recognition that goes along with it,Commander Brown says.
The local competition will
be held on Monday. Jan. 7 at
the Knights of Columbus Hall,
located at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. The contest begins at 6
p.m. and is free to the public. Refreshments will be provided by the Knights of Columbus and Amencan Legion Post
i /73.
;
400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0007 Y

ed by Billy Lane Lauffer Post
fri of the American Legion
to compete in the 2008 American Legion High School Oratorical Scholarship Program.
'The invitation has been made
by Post Commander Duane
Brown to both Murray and
Calloway County High Schools
The competition is being
arranged with the cooperation
and assistance of Michael
Robinson. Speech Team Coach
at Calloway County High
School. and Kara Dowdy.
Speech Team Coach at Murray High School.
The competition is composed
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'For »ell-qualified buyers when financed through Chrysler Financial Sim dealer for delayed payment details Interest, if any, accrues from date of purchase Residency restrictions
oppiy (1102007 SIRIUS Satellite Rocha Inc. "SIRIUS,"SIRIUS Bodneat TV the SIRIUS dog logo and related marks are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc All other trademarks,
service marks and logos are the property of their respective owners. (2) Seat must always be locked in forward or rearward mode when vehicle is in motion Tabletop must be
installed in boss at a. times when in use. When not in use, table and base must be properly stowed. Never drive With the table installed without properly using your seat belts
(3) Star ratings are port of the U.S. Department of Transportation's SalerCar gov program (»yew sciforcar goy) (4) Financing for well-qualified buyers Not all buyers will qualify
(5) 15 city/23 'wry mpg with MDS Results may depend on driving habits and conditions 16) ACC is a driver convenience system, not a substitute for active driver involvement. The
drreir must remain omens of the traffic conditions and be prepared to use brakes to avoid collisions. (7) Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions (8) Based on 2007
Aulamolive NIPWS dossification (9) Always sit properly in the seat with the seat belt fastened.(1010% APR financing for 55 months equals $1818(with delayed payments)or 60 months
equals 81647 per month per $1,000 wilt 10% clown through Chrysler Financial Financing for weN-qualified buyers Not all buyers will qualify (11) MyGIG it-dash video playback
cape/stay is not available in all Oases See dealer for details Owythr, HEM and Slow 'is Go are registered trademarks of Chrysler U.C.
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
W ww•11111rfentarlt.ttat
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2 00 p.m
1st Sunday
2 00 p in
led Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 am
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship

AIMIZIMIPTS
turviurru DAY ADVENTUIT
Sait 900•rn
Worskup
SM. 10 15 a ni
Sabbath Schaal

ST. MAWS ANGLICAN CHURCH
Ill Mayneld Hirgromy. Benton. KY 4mogi
7i.-67 alar2
10700 a in
Servs..
Vsalit Day Serves. radars the Now 252,mie

Beginning a New Year

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9)0 am
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
II 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Ey nano Worship

IIPOSTILIC
APOSTOIJC HOME FELLOWSHIP
1000am
Sunday
6 45 p m
Tuesday
n 46 p fl
Thursday

NEW PROVIDENCE
1000am
Sunday School
11 am & 6pm
Worship

ASIIIIMILIES
HOPE HARIENHI CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 ii in
Sunday Rung Worship 6 00 p m
700 pm
Wedneaday Bible Study

OAK GROVE
10 a m
Sunday School
11 am &7pm
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
1000•in
Sunday School
II 00 a m.
Preaching
5 30 p in
Servace
Prayer
6 00 p m
Church

urrIrr
SL4/01)/OVER
11(.6.)am
Morning Worahip
6 00 p m
v en t rig W,,rarii p
CHERRY( /RNER
10•In
sunday
in & 6 prn
Worakup
4'4/LI/WATER BAPTIST CHURCH
945. m
Suridav Si
II 00 a m
Morning Sirniver
6 00 p m
Esenina ser,treri

POPLAR SPRING
10•in
Sunday School
Worship 21 45 a in & 11 am & 6 pm

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p in
Wedne-gday Service
10 00 a m
Sund•s Sihoul
11 00• m
Worship Service
600 p m
Sunday Night

SALEM RAMAT
9 30 a m
Sunday School
1030am &6pm
Worship
700 p in
Wed Night Bible Study
SCOTT/4 GROVE
945 a m
Sunday School
104?) a m
Worship Service
Evening Worship600 p m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 pm
Prayer & Fasting for Spintual
Sat 6 p m 10pm
akening

ELM GROVE RAPTI/4T
900• m
Sunday School
pm
10421) am & 6
Wiirship
600pm
Inas aphaship Training

SINKING SPRING
10•
Sunday School
inWorshp
II am & 6pm
7pm
Wednesday

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11)1K)•in
Sunday School
11 00• m
Mining Worship
600pm
Aftoriooti Worship
Weil HIM« Studs & Youth 7 00 p m

SOUTH MARSHALL
10•m
Sunday School
11 am.630pm
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
SPRING('REEK
900•in
Sunday School
10•in
Worship Services
6 p in
lhacipleshap Training

VAITH BAPTIST
11 00• m
Slosolia Woryliip
600 p in
Evening Wonihip
IrERGOBON SPRINGS BAPTIST
am
,oirsisy hool
11 00• m & 6 00 p m
Wiirship
in
p
00
7
Wertrwarlay
FIRST BAPTIST
945 a m
,11101.1, '.6..)
Worship 0,LK1 & 110 SS in & 6 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
10 00• m
Sunday School
11116/• m
Morning Worahip
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
920 a in
Sunday School
10 45 a in
Worship
GRA4•E RAPTIP11
9111• ni
Sunday Sch.
10 4, a in & 6 p
Worship
ILASTWt/00 adurnirr CHURCH
10•m
Sunday Schnol
It • m & p
Morning Worship
7 p ia
Wesinesd•Y
HARI/IN BAPTIST
14 ()0, 15 & 10 10• m
Worship
sun Schools M 00,9 IS & 10.10 a in
600 p m
Evening Worship
7 p in
Worship
Vird IN.,
HAZEL BAPTIST
910• in
Sr 110.1
'Ur
10 30•ni •6 30 p m
Worship
p in
5
I -hurt.h Traanang
p in
7
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10 00• m
sundaN School
Worship Service II 011I• m & 6pm
7 Ou p in
Wedneoday
KIIULKEY BAPTIST
11 (211• m
Morning Wash p
S 30,7 30 p m
kyr ana
5 4.5 p m
Training 1 .n.11
631) p at
Evening Worship
LEI1REITER IIIMHONAKY RAPTIPT
1000ain
surd., '.Pua,I
hair & 6-00 p m
Preaching
700 p
Wesineadoly Night
LIGNITIOUNT BAPTIST CHURCH
1000• in
Sunday School
1 lain & p m
Worship
7 00 p m
Woirsiodasy Worse*

Locum mum
1000 a in
Sunday Srlswl
11 • m 46pm
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Worship

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

The world and everything in it that people desire
is passing away; but he who does the will
of God lives forever.

PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH rzuzareatiP
3 p.m
7 p.m

Sunday
Wednesday

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
930 am
Worship
11 -00 a.in
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
930 am
Bibie School
& 7 p.m
1110
Worship
7 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45•m
Sunday School
10-45 sin
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
112 miles west of 1.yon Grove
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 am
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Brum and Worship 10:30 a m k 6 p.m
7 p in
Wednesday Fanuly Trairung

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.in
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Preaching

WAYMEN CHAPEL Ain CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Service

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10-.30 a.m.
Sundays
7.00 p in
Wednesdays

MAME
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1 4016 Sycamore St
10-00• m & 5-00 pm
Sundays

MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Worship

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
1000 •in
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship

POITICOSTAL

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11.00 •.m.
Sunday Morning
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
JEM1111111 111/MIESS113
JEHOVAH'S wrrmoss
9:30 a.m
Public Talk
10:30 am.
Watchtower Study
LOTMAN
161MANUEL LUTHERAN
900 am
Bible Study
10:30 am
Worship
MITIOSIST

SUGAR CREEK
10• m
Sunday School
11 om &fipm
Worship.
7 p in
Wednesday
WEST FORK
1100am
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
600 p m
Evening
Sunday
WESTSIDE am-run.CHURCH
9 30 a in
Sunday School
10 ulam &fipm
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 30• in
Sunday School
10 15• m
Morning Warship
6.00 p in
Evening Worship
700 pm
Wed Bible Study
DEXTER
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30• m k 6-00 p m
Worship
700 p in
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Monwng %%Milt*
600 p in.
Sunday Night
700 pm
Night
Wednesday
GREEN PLAIN
10 00• m
Bible SturIN
10 45•in
Morning tirrvice
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
700 p in
Wedneaday Worship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10• an
Sunday School
II am &fipm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTISM CHURCH
I() a in
Sunda) ho.!
11 in &lprn
Worship
p in
Wedneriday

CATHOLIC
/41 HENRY t ATHOLIC CHURCH
4 00 p m
Saturday Maas
10 30•ni
Sunday Maas
ST. LE()CATHOLIC CHURCH
600 p m
Saturday Masa
many k 11 • m
Sunday Maine

C11111181111111
AURORA 4:HAI/IRIAN
Ilam 116prn
Worship
10. m
Bade Study Sunday
7 p in
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST(1UUSTIAN
910. in
sondav School
15 a in
,ryth)p
MURRAY CHEDMAN FELLOWSHIP
934) a in
Kble School
III )0 a m
Worship
(it30pm
Evetung Service
MCI1111111X11
1031)•in
sundav School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 pm
7 30 p m
y
,:nr1 kt
C11111111:11 or
ALMO CHUR('H OF CHRIST
900 a m
Bible School
9 50 a en
Montana Worship
600 p
Evening Worship

SECOND STREET
10 45 m
Morning Worship
6-00 p in
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 a.m.. 9 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
10:15 am.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
900. m
Bible Study
950) a in
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship
700 p m
M Wasik Worship
HICKORY GROVE CRUNCH Of CUNT
9-00•an
Sunday Bible Class
1000• m
Morning Worship
700 p m
Wednesday Night
KIMSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 00• m
Sunday School
10 50• in
Morning Worship
700 p in
Evening Worship
0Sunday & Wednesdays,
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10-00• m
Sunday School
11 00•m
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9 50• rn & 6 p m
Worship
9a m
Bible Classes
7 p in
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
900•in
Bible Study
1000am &BOO pm
Worship
7 00 p m
Wad liable Study
PMARANT VALLEY
10 45 a in
Massmimg Warship
6 00 p m
awning Worship

UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9-00 a.m.
Bible Clamor.'
10-00 a.in. & 5-00 pm
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10:50 a in
Morning Worship
6-00 p in
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
910 arm
Morning
600 p.m
Evening
700 p.m.
Wednesday

Clan If JIM CENT
W LIME WV MUM
CHURCH OF JESUS mum

OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
12:10 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting
1.111101PAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10 30• in
Worship
9-00•In
Sunday School
500 p in
Sunday Worship
1200 pm
Tuesday

omencomorr

CHRISTIAN COMMUNEIT CHURCH
10.30• m
Worship Sunday
rhaldren's Sunday School 11 00•m

irstmools HOUSE
10:00•in
Sunday School
11.00• m
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10-00•m
Worship
Wednesday • Home Groups 6-00 p in

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m
Morning Worship
1030 a_no
Sunday School
6:00 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTIED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
hat & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
DKXTER-HARDIN
Contemporary Service
Bible Study
Regular Worship

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
700 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship 3.
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
700 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 am & 630 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Service
Youth
k
Evening
Wed

Good News Bible 1 John 2:17

930•in
11 am

cuist

WE HEBRON
10:00 am
Worship
11()0 a m.
Sunday School

MUM FULL GOSPEL ASSIDIBILY
7:00 p.m
Thursday Night
10:00 am
Sunday Morning
7:00 p.m
Sunday Evening

As we begin a new year, we
should look forward to the future
and be mindful of what we have
Iearrieirfrom our past.
The Bible tells us, if anyone is in
Christ, he is a new creation; the
old has gone, the new has come
(2 Corinthians 5:17). These comforting and inspirational words
remind us that with Christ, a person can become new inside. With
God's help we can begin the new
that God's healing power
confidence
year with the
s, as well as our
relationship
and
marriages
can restore
us and he
about
cares
God
vocations.
and
bodies
wants us to be the best that we can be. He created
each of us and has gifted us with various skills and
talents that we should use for our benefit and the benefit of others. Only God knows what the future holds
for each of us, but we should resolve that for the new
year we will always try to do what is pleasing to our
Lord. Our future reward for doing God's will is to
hear Him say someday:"Well done, good and faithful
servant, enter into the joy of your Master."

NORTHAIIDIH
10-00 a in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

or au

WE CARMEL
10,00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School

HARVEST LAND
ItINIEFTRIES INTERNATIONAL
7 p in
Tuesdays Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritaal'framing 6 p.m.
SatardayaCalieurstioa Service 7 p.m.

uwIrsD
9-00 a.m.
1000am
1100 am

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
845 & 11 a.m.
Worship
950 a.m.
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNTIED
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
900 am
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Morning Worship
HAZZL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
945 am
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
10700 a in
Sunday School
11.00 a in
Morning Worship
BIRESEY UNITED
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11 -00 a in
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9.00 orn
Sunday School
930•in
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNTIED
9.00 a in
Worship Service
10-30 s m
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1q...00 a in
Sunday School
1,100 a.in
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6:30 p in

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
Worship

1000 a.m.
II a m. & 7 p.m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTIECOASTAL CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School & Worship
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun_ 6p in & Wed. 7 p.m
TRINTIT CHRISTIAN CENTER
10-00 art.
Sunday School
10.50 a.m & 6 pm
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100-7:30 p.m
Worship Service

Mill
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
930 am,
Sunday School
10-45 am,
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am. & 6 p.m.
Worship Service
UNTTY CUMBERLAND
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m & 6.30 p.m.
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
I o•is ex ere(

1., //1.-

.tipput•ieel

Professional Sound R Video

Murray Appliance
and TV
• Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St.• 753-1584;

le i.•-; /)(IL

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

I till 16a.,..iits

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

t•

MIS BLOCK I
READY MIX CO.

U3

Office Technology Specialists
1-400458-0492
1393 Stara Roule 46 North

&Wang (Nooks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

0111111111
len&de

(
';'.4111r gA Clewse. sift
ce
iaOlvsenin

406 1.1endale Road •
UM)

Murray, KY

42071

no-ass

LEDGER & TIMES
4701753-1915• www.aiiirraytedger.cosi

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Shnicroom is Oprn
1Imi.-Fri. 8- 1:30
75:1-17 I

h •s1

Barr .1)
Over yo 1 cora Aps-rieris

Ut U3
"
4 C-3 1a/k1

:si le •.
,
jorrp.

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707W. Main• Murray •270453.1962

Cain's0

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you,I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3

CHRYSLER•OODGE•JEEP
1400 N. 12Th • MURRAY, KY •7534448

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 Timothy 4:7

Professional Carr with a Personal Touch
2011S. 6th St.• Murray, KY•(270)751)-960.
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WORSHIP
ChurchBulletins

Marriage program set for January

Various
churches
have in Song" with men of the con- Traveled" with scripture from
released information concern- gregation as leaders will be at Matthew 2:1-12 at
OWENSBORO, Ky. — A Christian program imately a three month period.
the 9:30
ing their worship services for the 6 pan. worship service a.m. worship service
with for couples who wish to improve their marThe presenting team is made up of people
the coming weekend as fol- which will be followed by fel- Bobby Rowland as liturgist. riage will be held
in Owensboro Jan. 18, 19 who have gone through the program themlows:
lowship and finger foods.
Congregational youth will serve and 20.
selves and overcome significant obstacles in
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
First Baptist: Dr. Allan as acolytes. Janna Schroader
Some couples feel frustrated in their mar- their own marriages. Everyone
involved in
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will Beane will speak at the 8:30 will lead the music with Lavo- riage. Many
find that talking about it only organizing and presenting the program volunspeak about "When The Full- and 10:50 a.m. worship serv- nia Rowland as pianist.
Chil- makes it worse. Some couples experience cold- teers their time and talents. No one is paid
for
ness of time Had Come" with ices. Marge Shown will sing dren's time will be
by Susan ness, simply shut down or have just grown their services.
scripture from Galatians 4:4 a solo, "Gesu Bambino" at the Evans. Happy Bynum will
serve apart. Other couples have severe conflict and
For confidential information or to register
at the 10:30 a.m. First Sun- second service. A children's as greeter. Sunday school
with angry arguments. Most don't know how to for the January Weekend and
Post Sessions
day after Christmas Sunday sermon will be at each serv- Gary Evans as superintendent
change the situation or even talk with their call (270) 683-1545 ext. 357
or 1-800-470worship service. Sunday School ice. Assisting will be Boyd will be at 10:30 a.m.
spouse about it.
2230 or e-mail dpretrowens@aol.com or visit
and Adult Bible Class will be Smith, minister of students,
itrook ri Chapel United
Retrouvaille has helped thousands of cou- the web site at www.retrouvaille.org.
at 9 a.m.
David Parker and Rudy Methodist: Rev. Jason Jones, ples experiencing
marital difficulty at all levGoshen United Methodist: Forsythe, deacons, Doug Diele- pastor, will speak abut "The
els of distress including disillusionment and
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will man and Richard Matlock. Sun- Road Less Traveled" with scripspeak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- day School will be at 9:45 ture from Matthew 2:1-12 at deep misery. This program is designed to proice with Tom Villaflor as the a.m. and a business meeting the 11 a.m. worship service vide the tools to help get marriages back on
pastor's assistant. Marlene will be at the 6 p.m. service. with Bob Alexander as litur- track and is open to couples of all faith denom"For the Bible Tells Me So," an awasd-wininations.
Beach and Pat Brunn will be
First United Methodist: gist. Congregational youth will
ning
documentary exploring how people of
There is a registration fee for the weekend.
greeters. Serving as acolytes Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will serve as acolytes. Eddie Rain- .
faith handle the realization of having a gay
Retrouvaille
is
a
non-profit
organization
and
will be Nicholas Brunn and speak about "Lessons From Car- sey will lead the music with
child, will be presented Tuesday, Jan. 22, at
Teela Etheridge. Children's ols" with scripture from Luke Rita Culver, Janeen Burkeen, requests a donation to help defray costs. At 7:30 p.m. in the Curtis Center Theatre
at Murchurch will be directed by Bette 2:1-20 at the traditional wor- Hansel Keith and Eugene Dick the end of the weekend each couple is asked ray State University.
to
make
an
anonymous
donation
to
help
cover
Tucker. Alison Chaney will sing ship service at 10 a.m. No as accompanists. Children's
Admission is free, but donations will be accept"Still Her Little Child." April Early Light service is sched- time will be by Beth More- the cost of the program.
ed to benefit the Kentucky Fairness Alliance,
The next program begins on the weekend
Arnold will direct the choir uled. Dr. Pamela Wurgler is head. Marcia Crick will
organized by the Kentucky Fairness Alliance
be
with Pat Brunn, Renee Doyle director of music with Joan greeter. Sunday school with of Jan. 18-20 at the Mt. St. Joseph's Retreat and the Murray State
University Alliance.
and Carla Halkias as accom- Bowker as organist. Norm Wur- Joel Jackson as superintendent Center. The program includes six Sunday Post
For more information call 703-1582.
sessions spread every other week over approxpanists. Sunday School with gler will sing a solo, "Birth- will be at 10 a.m.
Bob West as superintendent day of A King. Acolytes will
will be at 10:15 a.m. Services be Lucas Hill and Meredith
for Sunday night have been Purdom with Sherry Purdom
canceled. Everyone is encour- as acolyte parent. Lay leader
grams to combat the disease.
aged to attend the Fifth Sun- will be Jim Stahler. Kristen By RACHEL ZOLL
building relationships with gayAP Religion Writer
"I think there has been a
led AIDS organizations. Haas
day Singing sponsored by the Shepeard will give the chilThe matter-of-fact display sea change," said Steve Haas,
said pastors who travel overUnited Methodist Churches of dren's message. Sunday School on prostitution
was startling vice president-tor church relaseas with World Vision often
Calloway County at 6 p.m. at will be at 9 a.m.
enough. Then, a large remote- tions at World Vision. "James
return and start HIV/AIDS minMason's
Chapel
United
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky controlled condom floated 1:27 states that pure and unadulistries in their own neighborMethodist Church.
Cunningham, pastor, will speak above the conference hall.
terated religion is this: That
hoods.
Glendale Road Church of about "Wise Men Still Seek
Kay Warren, wife of pastor you take care of the orphans
"I think we had to earn our
Christ: John Dale, minister, will Him" with scripture from Rick Warren, wondered,"What and widows in their distress.
stripes," Warren said. "Some
speak about "Pressing on the Matthew 2:12 at the 8, 9:15 had I gotten myself into?"
The greatest orphan and widow
immediately embrace us. OthUpward Way" with scripture and 10:30 a.m. worship servIt was her first Internation- creator of all time is upon us.
ers wonder if this is the cause
from Philippians 3:12-14 at ices. Sunday School for ages al AIDS Conference, in 2004 It's called AIDS."
of the month. Others are fearthe 9 a.m. worship service and is also offered at each hour. in Thailand. Just two years earYet, Haas and Kay Warren
ful and suspect we have hidlier,
an
article on how HIV say everyday evangelicals are
about "Starting All Over" with A special family worship servden agendas."
was devastating African fami- only starting to accept the idea.
scripture from Ephesians 4:17- ice will be at 6 p.m.
Beyond providing care, the
A common fear is that sup32 at the 6 p.m. worship servWarrens have also entered the
First Christian: Youth Sun- lies led Kay Warren to take
up
the
cause
when
very
few
porting
people
with
HIV
conice. Leading the song service day service will be at 10:15
contentious policy debate over
how to end the pandemic. They
will be Todd Walker, associ- a.m. with Tom Seipel Jr. as conservative Christian leaders dones sinful behavior. Kay Warwere
doing
so. She chronicles ren tells them, "It's not a sin
have developed an approach,
ate minister. Also assisting will speaker. Assisting will be Dr.
her journey into activism in to be sick."
which they copyrighted so it
be Garry Evans, involvement Charles L. Rolen, senior min- her new
book "Dangerous SurIn
her
book, Warren
cannot be misrepresented or
minister, Nick Hutchens, youth ister; Mike Ridley, worship render," which is
a plea for describes her travels to Mozammisused,
is
called
minister, T.J. Hargrove, Den- leader; Dan Parker and Amy Bible-believers to join the fight. bique, Cambodia,
Philippines,
SLOW/STOP.
nis Abell, John Miller, Darrell Roos, elders; Ron Melone, Vera
"I think there are some peo- Rwanda and elsewhere, meetIt is a complicated acronym:
Hargrove, Billy Joe Hendon, Melone, Jean Bennett, Lyn Ryan ple who won't get past the ing AIDS orphans and women
To slow the spread of HIV,
Chip Adams, Charles Oiree, and Fran Miller, diaconate.
first few chapters. It's not a who got HIV from tmfaithful
AP they support correctly using.
Jamie Potts and Kenny Hoover.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Lea- light read," said Warren, whose husbands, and learning of the
condoms, limiting the number'
Kay
Warren
speaks
at the
A short worship service will mon Blalock will speak at the husband wrote the multimil- vulnerability of child prostitutes.
of partners, offering needle
be at 5 a.m. and Bible class- 10:45 a.m. worship service and lion-selling "The Purpose Dri- The majority of people with 2005 HIV/AIDS Conference exchange even though Kay WarLife."
ven
"For
some
HIV
people,
worldwide
Disturbing Voices, in this ren says it's still not clear how
es at 10:15 a.m. Following the Rev. Tim Cole at the 6 p.m.
are women.
"If people are infected, they 2005 file photo, at the effective that is, and waiting
evening service, a fellowship worship service. Henry Nance it will come at the right time
need to be embraced and valwill be held and each one is is minister of music with Onei- for them."
for sex. To stop the virus,
It was only a few years ago ued, and receive the love of Saddleback Valley Comm- the Warrens advocate saving
asked to bring finger food, da White, Sherry Fortner and
unity
Church,
in Lake Forest,
favorite game and enjoy New Kathy Garrison as accompa- that evangelicals began tenta- relationship in the church," Warsex for marriage, teaching men
tively putting their energies into ren said in an interview, wear- Calif.
and boys to respect and honor
Year's Eve.
nists with Mrs. White giving combatting the
infection.
ing
didate.
an
Many
AIDS red-ribbon lapel
Only Clinton attended, women and girls, offering treatMemorial Baptist: Bro. a testimony in music at the
conservative Christians consid- pin wrapped around a cross. while others sent videotaped ment through churches,
and
Martin Severns, pastor, will morning hour. Eddie Morris will ered the illness
a punishment "Churches can reduce the stig- messages.
partnering with one person for
speak at the 10:50 a.m. and 6 give the children's sermon. from God — for same-gender ma."
Not everyone welcomes the life.
p.m. worship services. Jeff Brian Steward is minister of sex, prostitution and drug use.
A small number of detrac- support of conservative ChrisIn "Dangerous Surrender,"
Prater is minister of music with youth. Assisting will be Jimmy AIDS activism also inevitably tors have also focused on the tians. Gay activists, who for
Misty Williams and Kathy Kimbro, Ashley Heppe, Corey meant working with gay lead- Warrens' willingness to invite years waged a lonely, difficult she aims to break down barriers that have kept conservaThweatt as
accompanists. Birdsong and Hal Ow, ushers. ers who evangelicals had been abortion rights supporters — struggle to help the HIV-infect- tive Christians
away from the
Michelle Paschall will bring Sunday School will be at 9:30 battling over same-sex marriage. Sen. Barack Obama last year ed, have been suspicious. War- issue.
As recently as last year, the and Sen. Hillary Clinton this ren writes that she understands
special music at the morning
"I hope this book is dishour. New deacons to be introHazel United Methodist: Barna Group, which special- year — to participate in the the concern "when we show turbing to people," Warren said.
izes
in
researching
the views AIDS summit. The Warrens, up 25 years later and tell them "There are situations in the
duced in the morning service Rev. Alan Trull, pastor, will
are Mike Daniel, Joe Freyburg- speak about "Changes" with of conservative Christians, con- who avoid partisan politics, had we would like to serve them." world that I cannot tolerate for
But she said she is slowly one more second."
er, Reggie Key and J.T. Lee scripture from Jeremiah 17:7- ducted a survey in which two invited every presidential canwith Fryeburger to give his 10 at the 9:45 a.m. worship serv- out of five born-again Christestimony. Assisting will be ice. Johnna Nance will give tians said they had more symBill Farris, deacon of the week. the children's sermon. J. W. pathy for people with cancer
than for those with HIV/AIDS.
Sunday School will be at 9:40 Jones will be the worship leader
That attitude has been changa.m. The 10:50 a.m. service and Toni Jones will be pianist. ing. International
Christian
ote4+ fs...4.4ts
will be broadcast live on 11:30 Sunday School will be at 11 relief groups such as World
AM. A New Year's Eve cele- a.m.
Visioie.,•ve been bringing U.S.
e't'
44 44
'
44
bration will e Monday at 7
Mason's Chapel United pastors tasocisit AIDS-ravaged
p.m.
Methodist: Tanner Trull will communities in Africa.
North Pleasant Grove be speaking on "Patience" at
U2 frontman Bono, citing
Cumberland
Presbyterian: the 11 a.m. worship service his own faith, barnstormed the
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, conducted by the youth of the United States, pressing Presiwill speak about "The Prince church. The choir chorus will dent Bush and other U.S. govof Peace in a Hostile World" sing "Lord Listen To Your Chil- ernment leaders to do more to
with scripture from Matthew dren Playing." Assisting will stop the pandemic.
Three years ago, Kay and
2:13-23 at the 11 a.m. wor- be Kristen Gee, song leader,
ship service. Camme Cain will Katie Underwood and Kim Rick Warren began organizing
be song leader with Margaret Myatt. Accompanists will be the annual Global Summit on
AIDS & the Church at SadNell Boyd as pianist. Sunday Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt.
dleback Church, the mega-conSchool will be at 10 a.m.
Sunday School will be at 10 gregation they
started in Lake
Westside Baptist: Rev. a.m. A New Year's Eve serv- Forest, Calif. Bill and
Lynne
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will ice will be from 9 p.m. to Hybels of the Willow Creek
speak about "Christmas: Keep- midnight on Monday.
Association of megachurches
ing the Spirit Alive All Year
Bethel United Methodist: are offering an annual CouraLong" with scripture from Luke Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, will geous Leadership Award to
2:8-20 at the 10:30 a.m. wor- speak about "The Road Less churches with the best proship service and about "Wise
Counsel for the New Year"
with scripture from Proverbs
3:1-18, 4:7-13 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Tommy Scott
is minister of music. The choir
Jesus is the Reason
will sing "No Other Name"
medley with Dawn Manley as
W
for the Season!
soloist and special music will
be by the quartet composed of
John Scott, Jonathan Burgess,
Tommy Hoke and Danny Richerson at the morning hour. Special music will be by Lance
Turner at the evening hour.
"a church with an early service
located in Lynn Grove
Deacons of the week will be
in a country setting"
highway
893,1/4 mile off 94 W
Bob Wallace and David Smotherman. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m.
Coldwater
Church
of
Christ: Brad McNutt, minis5th At Main St. • Murray • 753-1622
ter, will speak about "FellowParsonage: 489-2371
E-mail: cw1g-umcOnetzero.nct
Mon.
Fri.
9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m
ship With God" with scripture
Website: ww-w.gbgmumc.org/lynngrove
from 1 John 1:5-/Oat the 10:15
a.m. worship service. "Worship

Tor the Bible Tells Me So'
film scheduled Jan. 22 -,"

Book pleads for conservative Christians to help AIDS victims

Lynn Grove Unit
(
ed
ce4-te-t'as
Methodist Church
Weekly Services

roar

Sunday School

9:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship

9:30 a.m.

Wednesday Night Choir

6:00 p.m.

Wednesday Fellowship Meal

6.45 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study

7:15 p.m.

TH KU ?

Cipar Bib artnithan 2foefisians
-41

8.30 a.m.

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
usfor Worship!

AFTEK

DEC. 26

Early Fellowship Sunday Morning

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor
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MURRAY BANK LAKER CLASSIC

OVERTIME THRILLER,
NIGHTCAP VICTORY PUT
LAKERS IN SEMIS

Tigers outlast
44-point
Wright
explosion
MURRAY MOVES INTO
WINNERS'BRACKET
AT RUSSELLVILLE

MURRAY BANK

IN See LAKERS, 28

1r11

MURRAY 72, PICKETT CO.63

Twice as Nice

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
As if two games in one day weren't enough
for Calloway
County's
Joseph Kelly,
he managed
to work in a
little
LAKER CLASSIC
shootaround
with
older Taerecioy
brother Commie Co.51, Meyfield 50(Of)
(Tenn.)64, Madisonville 59
Benji, former Cowes.=
Central Hardin 62,43reeriwood 48
Laker basket- WOW 62, McLain Co. 56
ball standout, MedeonvIle 06, Central Hardin 71
62, Covington (Tenn.) 53
just for good Greenerood
Calloway Co 75, McLean Co 55
measure.
The extra Friday
McLean Co. vs. Greenwood
1 p.m.
time in the Sendinal
1:
gym paid off MedleorMIM vs. Mayfield 245 p.m.
for the junior Sentinel 2:
Calloway
vs. Gent. Hardin 8 p.m.
forward, who CovingtonCo.
vs kkteen Co. 7:45 p.m.
came off the
bench to score a career-high 12 points in the
Ulcers' 75-55 victory over McLean County in
the ,first round of the Murray Bank Laker
Classic Thursday night.
Not only did Kelly drop in double-digits, but
the lanky 6'4" forward showed he wasn't afraid
to take his game to the perimeter, draining two
three-pointers that helped distance Calloway
from a pesky McLean County squad in the second half.
"He can make the 15-foot jumper and even
the three-pointers as he showed tonight," Laker
head coach Bruce Lane said of Kelly. "This is a
big game for him, to get a little confidence. I
was proud to see him knock them down."
With the Lakers holding a six-point lead late
in the third quarter, Kelly found himself open
and drained a triple to stretch the lead to nine.
McLean left him open on the perimeter once
more early in the fourth and Kelly again
stretched a six-point Laker lead to nine.
"Me and my brother went and shot around
some and I was feeling pretty good, and I was
open. so I figured I'd take the shot," he said. "I
needed a game like this."
Kelly's outside shooting helped open up the
Laker inside game in the fourth quarter and
sparked a 23-7 Calloway run that would put the
game out of reach for McLean.

SECTION B

Courtesy of Kevin Weeks / The Mayfield Messenger
Tyrrell Willis goes up for a block on Mayfield's Jordan Elliott in the Lakers' 51-50 overtime victory over the Cardinals. Willis scored the winning basket as time expired.

LADY TIGERS 66, TRIGG COUNTY 37

Pressed and trapped
DEFENSE LEADS
DIELEMAN-CESS TIGERS
By KYSER LOUGH
Sports Writer
In their first game without injured starting
point guard Leah Dieleman, the Lady Tigers
showed just how versatile they were, chalking
up a 66-37 win over Trigg County in the first
round of the Cracker Barrel Lady Tiger Classic.
So versatile, in fact,
that eighthgrader Haley
Armstrong
not only led
LADY TIGER CLASSIC
the
Lady
Thursday
Tigers with
Co. 54, Caldwell Co. 47
24 points, but Hickman
Monroe Co. 44, Heath 32
also
was Carlisle Co 45. Buckhom 38
named player Murray 68. Tngg Co 37
of the game. Friday
But, the real Heath vs Caldwell Co
3 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
story was in Trigg Co vs Buck/Iran
Semifinal I
the defense.
Monroe Co. vs Hiddnen Co
p.m
Three Semal 2
Murray
vs
Carlisle
Co.
7:30
p.m.
Lady Tigers
came away
with five steals apiece. and the team racked up
a total of 22. Throw in a strong full-court press
and Murray High managed a total of 36 points
coming off turnovers.
"Our defense created our offense," said head
coach Rechelle Turner. "I told the kids befoce
the game,'We're going to press, and then press
and then trap and then press and trap some
more.' Any time Stacey's in front of any of our
traps and she's working hard, she can create so
many problems for other teams."
A problem is just what Murray High had for
the Lady Wildcats, especially in the first quarter. In those eight minutes, the Lady Tigers
jumped out to a strong 18-6 lead. Trigg County
quickly found themselves in foul trouble, racking up 11 in the first quarter alone. Despite a
regrouping effort in the second quarter, the
Lady Tigers still held a comfortable lead going
into halftime and never looked back.
The lack of Dieleman on the court definitely
could be seen in the way Murray High played.

CRACKER BARREL

KYSER LOUGH ledger &

Times

Amanda Winchester (left) and Sarah Crouch put the trap on Trigg County's Brook Kearney In Murray's first-round victory at the Cracker Barrel Lady Tiger Classic Thursday

IN See LADY TIGERS, 28

By TIM MACALLISTER
Sports Writer
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. — The Murray
Tigers overcame one of the best single-man
performances this season to beat Pickett
County (Tenn.) on Thursday 72-63.
The Tigers overcame a 44-point performance by Pickett County's Jacob Wright to
advance into the winners'side of the bracket in
the First Southern National Bank/Roy's BBQ
Christmas Classic.
The Tigers played a tough first quarter, with
the score bouncing back and forth between the
two teams, but Murray took the lead at the end
of the first, 13-9. The Bobcats of Pickett
County would not roll over for the Tigers
though and made a run at the beginning of the
second quarter on the back of Wright. Wright
hit a jumper that put the Bobcats up 18-17, but
Tiger forward Cole Hurt would come down
next possession and knock down a short jump
shot to regain the lead at 19-18.
Wright again came up big for the Bobcats
with two free throws that put Pickett County
up 20-19. Yet once again Hurt had an answer
for the Tigers in the form of a 15-foot jump
shot to put Murray up 21-20. The Tigers would
not lose the lead for the remainder of the game.
After a missed shot by Wright, the referee
issued a technical foul to the Bobcats for
unsportsmanlike conduct after Wright yelled
an obscenity for a second time. This would be
just the break the Tigers needed to start building their lead. Murray's Chess Volp hit both of
the free throws given and the Tigers were up
23-20 with 3:15 left in the first half.
The Bobcats seemed to have an answer on a
breakaway steal until Volp sprinted to the other
end and electrified the crowd by blocking Ilse
shot into the backboard. Hurt would hit doe
free throw to push the lead to four with just
under three minutes remaining.
The Tigers built their lead to 10 in the
remaining minutes and took a 32-22 halftime
advantage.
The second half started well for the Tigers.
After a couple of free throws for Pickett
County, Murray went on a 6-0 run that put
them in the driver's seat, up 14 points, 38-24.
The Bobcats still would not lay down, though,
and fought their way back into the game.
Wright made two threes on two possessions
for the Bobcats and they were cooking. Despite
the fact that Murray had four points on their
two possessions, they were still trading threes
for twos. After cutting the lead to eight, the
Bobcats got a taste of their own medicine with
II See

TIGERS, 2B

LADY LAKER BASKETBALL

Bummer on
the beach
CALLOWAY FALLS TO
GEORGIA SQUAD IN
FIRST ROUND
Staff Report
A fourth quarter in which Dawson (Ga.)
outscored Calloway County 22-9 doomed the
Lady Lakers in a first round contest at the
Beach Blowout in Fort Walton Beach, Fla.,
Thursday afternoon.
With three minutes remaining in the third
quarter. Calloway (6-4) held a nine-point lead
over Dawson at 36-27. It was then that the Lady
Lakers began to crumble under pressure arid
physical play from Dawson, falling 5848.
Dawson ended the third period on a 9-3 run
and sliced the Lady Laker lead to three points
going into the fourth quarter, which it controlled
from the outset.
The Lady Lakers weren't aided by a dismal
43 percent (9-for-21) shooting night from the
foul line. Dawson, on the other hand, tickled the
nets, shooting 65 percent from the field, while
also outrebounding Calloway and pressuring
them with physical defense.
Dawson held Lady Laker standout Kayla
Cunningham without a field goal and to just
five points.
The two squads played an even first half and
Calloway held a one-point lead going into the
break. The Lady Leiters stretched that lead in
the third quarter to as much as nine before
things started to go south.
Rachel Adams led Calloway with 18 points.
Sam Butts joined her in double figures, scoring
10, and Shelby Webb added eight.
With the loss, the Lady Lakers find themselves matched up with the host squad, Fort
Walton Beach, in a 7 p.m. game tonight.
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•Lakers
From Page 1B
[be competitiveness of the
field at the Laker Classic was
evident on Thursday as
(.'alloway was the only squad to
escape first round play with two
victories in tow. McLean
County went 0-2. but all five
other squads finished the day I.

points and was named
game's MVP.
The nightcap wasn't quite as
dramatic, but it was no walk in
the park for Calloway either.

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 •1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY

McLean County shot

a blistering 64 percent in the first half
and fought the Lakers to a 28-28

KFIllmurrey.com
e-mail: stuort. elexander “kyleins.com
SCOREBOARD
KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL

'tie at the break.
An 11-2 run to start the second period, however, served to
put some distance tfetween the
Lakers and Cougars. Austin
Lilly and Brock Simmons ran

Calloway and Mayfield got
the day off to a wild stan, as the
Lakers stunned the Cardinals in
the opening game on a Tyrrell
Willis buzzer-beater in overtime.
The First Region rivals
played a sluggish first half, but
both squads began heating up in
a second half of runs.
Regulation ended in a 47-47 tie
and the overtime period was
largely a defensive struggle.
Mayfield's Tony Hocken
threw in a layup with 20 seconds
remaining to put the Cardinals
ahead by one. Calloway set up
its offense on the other end and
put the ball in the hands of
shooting guard Austin Lilly.
Who drove baseline hut couldn't
find any space. Lilly threw up a
shot which hit backboard and
Willis grabbed the rebound and
put it back as time expired, giving Calloway the 51-50 win.
"We were going to set up a
couple of dribble hand-offs and
try to create something. hut they
went zone on us." Line said of
the play. -Tyrrell wak just in the
right place at the right time, as
he is many times on the offensive boards and stuck it in. We
were very fortunate to win the
game."
Willis led the Lakers with 17

the Laker backcourt and combined to swish three 3-pointers
during the stretch.
It was a new look for the

Calloway backcourt. as Lane
rested starter Chris Dobbins and
let Lilly move over from the 2guard to the point.
"We've been playing tendeep," Lane said. "I never really
liked to play ten-deep but it's
worked out for us especially in
these tournaments. I've got to
get Chns out and get him a blow
every now and then: everybody's been getting rest but him.
-I think Austin can run the
top and Brock can handle the
two and I think they did well
tonight."
Calloway also stepped up on
the offensive boards in the secoutrebounding
half.
ond
McLean 21-12 after the break.
George Garner led the Lakers
with 20 points and was joined in
double-figures by Willis and
Kelly, who both scored 12.
With the two victories.
Calloway advances to play
Central Hardin in a semifinal
tonight at 6 p.m.
The Bruins took care of

Messenger
a
Courtesy of Kevin Weeks /
Laker guard Brock Simmons tries to get past a Mayfield
the Cards.
defender. Simmons scored eight points against

Greenwood, 62-48, in their first
game of the afternoon, but fell to
Madisonville. 86-71, in the second.
Central Hardin runs a
Princeton -style offense and
relies on long-range shooting to
win ballgiunes, a style of play
Lane and the Lakers haven't
seen a whole lot of this season.
-They really move the ball
well and they back cut you to
death." Lane said. -They'll lull
you to sleep after six or seven
passes and suddenly somebody's got an open three or
they'll penetrate and pitch out.
"It's going to be tough. We're
not going to be able to zone
them; we're going to have to
man up and contain them off the
dribble and not let them in the
lane.-

Mayfield
Calloway Co

Mayfleld (4-7)— Hackett 19. Sanderson
11 Ellen 8 Shelton 6, McCieston 4,
Murrell 2
PG: 14 3-point RI: 4 FT: 10-17
Rebounds: 30
Calloway Co.(6-2) — Willis 17, Gamer
13 Simmons 8 Dobbins 4 Burnous 3,
Lily 2 Hdl 2 Solomun 2
FG: 19 3-point FG: 2 FT: 7-11
Rebounds: 31
McLean Co
Calloway Co

From Page 1B

a three by Brett Gibson, moving
the lead back to 11.
Despite this, the Tigers neglected to find Wright on the
defensive end of the floor and
after two straight baskets from
behind the arc. Murray's lead
was again onlrfive, 43-38.
Murray' would calm down again
and got an and-one out of Aaron
Jones and a steal and lay-up
from Kenneth Ince.
With only 3:13 left in the
third, the lead was back at 12.
50-38. The remaining three minutes were a back and forth effort
from the two teams and the
quarter ended with the Tigers on
top 54-43.
Murray had a rough start to
begin the fourth quarter. Pickett
County. center T. C. Capps came
in and provided a spark for the
Bobcats.
Capps alone had a 8-2 run
against Murray. Over the course
of two minutes and thirty seconds. Capps and company had
managed to force the Murray
lead to five, 56-51.
The lead would grow back to
10 after grxxi defensive play and
efficiency on the offensive end.
Wnght would pop off five more

of the tournament
"I feel confident

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger 8 Times
a
shot against Trigg County.
up
g
puts
Haley Armstron
Armstrong led Murray with a game-high 24 points.

Turner said "Those growing
rains are paying ott, and it we
can just keep this ship afloat and
keep going until Leah comes
hack, we're expecting a lot of

coming off of a come-frombehind win over Buckhorn
They have a common thread
with the Lady Tigers in that they
are also missing their starting
point guard Lady Comet junior
Courtney Crawford is missing
the entire tournament while on a
mission trip. said Turner
-It's going to he an opportunity for both teams to step up
and show what they can do %dhoti( their leaders on the floor,"
Turner said

great things out of this bunch "
the Carlisle County team
that Murray High faces next is

-The Carlisle learn that we
play tomorrow is sers scrappy.
very well-coached and we know

Despite playing without
heleman. the Lady Tigers still
find themselves in much better
shape overall than last year
team has really come
together It it Kik us 12 games last
year to get three wins, that's
how tar this hunch has come."

15 13 14 13 — 55
15 13 20 27 — 75

McLean Co. (S-7)— Phillips 13, Heflin
10, Render 9 Campbell 7, Miler 5, Whitt
4, Coon 4 Brackett 3
FO: 23-50 3-point FO: 4-15 FT: 5.1i
Fouls: 14 Rebounds: 20 Turnovers:
17
Calloway Co.(9-2) — Garner 20. Willis
12 Kelly 12. Ley 8, Simmons 6, Solomon
6 Burnous 4 Dobbins 3 Williams 2
Humphreys 2
FG: 30-62 3-point FG: 7-19 FT. 6-10
Fouts: 13 Rebounds: 37 Turnovers:
7

From Page 18
However. the Lady tigers kept
the press strong and the tempo
fast, making up for the vacuum
left by Dieleman's absence.
"Right now, with Leah out,
we don't want to play a half
court game." Turner said. "We
don't want to have to run sets
and do things were not comfortable with, we want the game
to he last and we're going to
continue to play like that until
she comes hack
Dieleman's injury tell at a
tough time for the Lady Tigers,
as the Christmas break only left
them with one day of practice to
prepare for the Tngg County
game. Turner said that had worned her, hut she was confident
after a good practice and walkthrough
"I felt that everyone was
comfortable with what they had
to do," she said "Haley continues to be extraordinary offensively and continues to do a lot
of great things for us"
With Armstrong and Emily
Benson stepping up to lead the
want. along with a strong bench.
things are looking good for the
Lady Tigers going into the rest

a time

10 9 17 11 3-50
7 13 13 14 4—Si

•Tigers

•Lady Tigers

that if we
continue to work hard and we
continue to press and trap and
cause as many tumosers as we
did tonight. hopefully we'll
ads ante," Turner said "We're
just going to take it one game at

New for 2008!!

Tryg Co
Murray

6 14 9 5-50
18 15 IS 15 — 51

Trigg Co. (I 4)- Acree 9 Brown 8.
Kearney 6 Stewart 5 Sheehan 4.
Worsham 3 Tonan 2
FG: 14-51 3-point FG: 3-10 Fr 6-15
Rebounds: 44 Fouls: 20
Murray (7-1) — Armstrong- 24 McClure
13 Benson 9 Winchester 5 Sarah
Crouch 4 McAllister 1 Perry 4 Shelby
Crouch 2 Sanders 1
P0:2246 3-pant FG: 2-12 FT: 20-27
Rebounds: 43 Fouls: 19

points for the Bobcats but it
would not be enough.
The Tiger offense was balanced in scoring with Chess
Volp leading the charge with 18
points.
Not far behind was Cole Hurt
with 16. Brett Gibson had all 10
of his points in the second half
to lift the Tigers over the

Buett East 51, Owensboro 47, OT
Thursday's Scores
Highlands 51. Lou. Doss 46
By The Associated Press
Shelby Co 75. Bullet Cereal 52
Boys Basketball
Somerset Tournament
Ashland Blazer Tournament
North Laurel 82, Walton-Verona 75
Ashland Blazer 58. Scott 53
Wayne County Bank Classes
Henderson Co 68. East Carter 50
Knox Central N. Russell Co. 66
Beres Invitational
Warren Central 74, Whitley Co. 45
Lynn Camp 80, Glasgow 87
Wayne Co. 70, York Institute. Tenn 50
Berea 68. Model 65
Whitley Co 83, Casey Co. 67
Bourbon Co 61, Madison Southern 35
Girls Basketball
Glasgow 60, Berea 42
Ballard Memorial 59, Edrnonson Co
South Laurel 50. Bourbon Co 42
58, OT
South Laurel 59. Rockcastle Co 41
Belfry Tournament
Beth Haven Coca Cola Classic
Cu' Taft. Ohio 74. Belfry 68
Edmonson Co 8., Lou Ky Country
Magotfin Co 56. East Ridge 45
Day 57
aaesuion-kiandisaas, vs 82,
Wolfe Co 79. Lou Portland ChnstiarYPike Co Central 53
46
Boyd County Classic
Bracken County Tournament
Boyd Co 60. Pendleton Co 49
Bishop Brossart 66 Augusta 60
Lou Moore 75. Elton Co 63
Reuling Co 49 Dayton 41
Boyle County Invitational
St Patncii 70 Deming 52
Russell Co 52. Walton-Verona 41
Calloway County Classic
Breathitt County Hoop Pest
Central Hardin 62, Greenwood 48
Breathitt Co 57. Lee Co. 24
Madisonville-North Hopkins 86 Central
Knott Co Central 71. Wolfe Co 49
Hardin 71
CampbellevIle Holiday Classic
Mayfield 62, McLean Co 56
Casey Co 69. John Hardin 38
Campbellsville Tournament
Clinton Co 37, Campbellsville 34
cammeasvas 60 West Jessamine 45
LaRue Co 47, Spencer Co. 42
Elizabethtown 64 Warren East 47
Taylor Co 42, Metcalfe Co. 38
Taylor Co 81. Clinton Co 52
Diamond Stale Classic
Caverns Tournament
Lea Chnstian 60, Franklin County,
Lou Moore 42. Cavema 39
48
Tenn
Lou Waggoner 58. Hart Co 56
First Priority Tri-State Holiday
Centralia Tournament
Classic
27
III
Manst.
36,
Paducah Tilghman
Corbin 64 Claiborne County. Tenn 49
Fairdale King of Bliegress
Letcher County Central
58,
Middlesboro
Tournament
Adair Co 56. Lou Trinity 44
Ft. Walton Beach, FL. Tournament
Franklin Simpson Tournament
Graves Co 51. Wren, SC 50
Bardstown 63 Allen Co -Scottsville 68
Gallatin Steele invitational
Bardstown 86 Lou Atherton 67
Gallatin Co 49, Eminence 12
Franklin-Simpson 69. Allen Co Ludlow 73, Lou Brown 17
Scottsville 46
Meade Co 48, Carroll Co 37
Franklin-Simpson 92 Lou Atherton 67
Owen Co 69, Williamstown 45
Lincoln Co 49, Dixie Heights 45
George Rogers Clark Classic
Lone Oak 58. Hoplonsvolle 42
Campbeil Co 74 Knox Central 45
Lou Eastern 68 Muhlenberg North 54
George Rogers Clark 69. Lawrence Co
Lou Eastern 68. Lone Oak 63
44
Mutilenberg North 68, Hopkinsville 49
Wayne Co 54, Morgan Co 43
FT Walton Bosch Holiday Tournament
Greenwood Holiday Classic
Marshal Co 70 Ft Walton Beach Fla
Adair Co 51, Warren East 49
67
Cumberland Co 62, Pulaski Co 45
Highlander Classic
Hart Co 61. Pulaski Co 49
Lou Iroquois 61 6500 Alexander
Lou Atherton 48. Greenwood 36
Parkway. Ga 57
Lou Fern Creek 77 Mercer Co 68
Hopkins County Central Tournament
Muhienberg North 89. Lou Atherton,39
Bowling Green 60 Todd Co Central 52
Rockcastle Co 67, Adair Co 40
61
Hopkins Co Central 70 Ohio Co
Hopkins County Holiday Classic
Ohio Co 87, Community Chnstian
Hopkinevile 78, Muhlenberg South 36
(Paducah) 37
Ohio Co. 84, Fort Gamma.23
Kentucky Bank Classic
Ohio Co 67, Hopkins Co Central 55
June Buchanan 53 Lou DeSales 43
Kentucky Bank Classic
KFC/Taco Bell Holiday Homecoming
Holmes 58. Oldham Co 53
Manon Co 56, Green Co 55
Smith County, Tem,41. Harrison Co
LaRue County Tournament
18
Lou Collegiate 59 VVhitesvide Trimly
St Patrick 60. Butler Co 54
52
Woodlord Co 53, Scott 45
Letcher County Central Tournament
Madison Southern Tournament
Leslie Co 65, Prestonsburg 60
Lewis Co 50. Barbourville 40
Letcher County Central 75. Bellevue 47
Madison Southern 54, Jenkins 38
Lexington Catholic Tournament
Monticello 59. Tnrnbie Co 43
Chnstian Co 53. Simon Kenton 50
- AtiCieriod 37, Lone Osk 30
Coy. Catholic 64 FainkAnCia...fiL .
Marlon County Tournament
Lax Lafayette 55, Clay Co 53
Christian Co 69, Apollo 53
54
Co
57,
Barren
Lou Si Xavier
Marion Co 80. McCreary Central 18
Mason Co 71, Lax Christian 38
McCreary Central KFC/Arby's Classic
Paintsvolle 82. Boyle Co 50
Co. 54, Whitesville Trinity 36
Crittenden
Lloyd Memorial Invitational
McLean County RC Classic
Tournament
Webster Co 50. Breclunridge Co 37
Belfry 71, South Oldham 54
Montgomery County Tournament
Belfry 63. Sheldon Clark 61
Elizabethtown 64. Johnson Central 38
Holmes 75 Magoffin Co 19
Co 59, Rowan Co. 48
Shelby
61
Co
Newport 76. Monroe
Murray Classic
Racelare 67. North Build? 50
Carlisle Co 45. Buckthorn 39
Marlon County Tournament
54. Caldwell Co 47
Co
Hickman
Lax Paul Dunbar 89. Apollo 66
Monroe Co 44, Heath 32
McCreery Central KFC Holiday
Murray 88, Trigg Co 37
Classic
Owensboro Christmas Tournament
Metcalfe Co 52. Pineville 50
59. Lou Christian Academy
Owensboro
Middlesboro 70, Henry Co 52
se
Montgomery Tournament
Guerin col the Bluegrass
EMI Co 64, West Caner 47
Ashland Blazer 66 Franklin Co 55
Murray Tournament
Tilghman 61 West Carter 48
Paducah
Calloway Co 51, Mayfield 50, OT
South Central Sank Invitational
Calloway Co 75 McLean Co 55
Bowling Green 44, Antioch. Tenn 40
Nelson County Tournament
Lea Paul Dunbar 49. Marshall Co 38
Lou Western 58, John Hardin 49
Lou Iroquois 71, Cumberland County.
Nelson Co 58. Spencer Co 42
Tenn 56
Pikeville Tournament
White House, Tem. 45, Gleagow 34
East Ridge 47, Cawood 40
South Laurel Classic
e TN
l wytnen
.a
Meade Co 64, Betsyi.a
Jackson Co 75, Shelby Valley 71
Co. 56.
Pike Co Centrie 61.
South Laurel 61, Sullivan East, Tenn.
OT
36
Pikeville 73, lauNenberg South 66
Villa Madonna Holiday Tournament
Powell cassis leurnesleilt
Dixie Heights It Greenup Co 31
Pulaslu Co 62. Wo0010rd Co. 52
Estd Co. 63. Lloyd Memonal 60
Queens Day Chink
Pyle 73. Bracken Co. 54
Grayson Co 52. PulaMd Southwestern
Via Maclaine 55. West Jessamine 39
47
Western HMIs Tournament
Lou Southern 62, Bel Co 50
Somerset 58. Whitseeki Academy 49
Shelby County Tournament

Bobcats.
Pickett County was led by
Jacob Wright with 44 points and
was helped by T.C. Capps with
16.
Wnght had 30 of his 44 in the
second half and Capps followed
suit by scoring 12 of his 16 in
the second as well.
Murray will go on to play co-

what to expect front them. We're
going to have to come out and
play our hest basketball tomor-

host of the tournament, the
Russellville Panthers today at
Russellville High School. Game

row."

time will be 6:(10 p.m.

,TAIL
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sew Mores, Illeambership
w/Valimited Cert Use

$1,450*
lege* laseelervilpISIS
'Additional ferny mambo,$100

Pro Shop for
Decade 809-2236
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Ga.
ATLANTA.
Tennessee Tech got out of the
gate slowly Thursday night in
Atlanta. and even though they
played even in the second half
with Georgia Tech. the Golden
Eagles couldn't overcome the
early deficit and dropped an 8363 non-conference game in
Alexander Memonal Coliseum,
Tech 14-Y I gets a couple days
off before returning home to

Ehlen Center to host Samford in
the second game of a doubleheader on Thursday. Jan. 3

•

Tech shot Just 27 percent in the
first 20 minutes, leading to a
40-19 Yellow
commanding
Jacket lead by halftime.

The game was a homecoming
of sorts for seven Golden Eagle
players who hail from Georgia.
and three of the Peach State
products scored in double figures to lead Tech.
Anthony Fisher, a senior
from nearby Alpharetta. Ga., led
all scorers with 23 points, and

171

ga
Ar

a
tl

I --.

KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

No walk in the park
FLORIDA STATE'S DEPLETED ROSTER
OFFERS CHALLENGE FOR WILDCATS
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
The Kentucky Wildcats are finding out how tough it is to prepare to play Honda State when
the Seminoles will bear little
resemblance to the team they
expected to be playing in the
Music City Bowl on Monday.
The Seminoles will be without 36 players due to an academ-

TTU falls to Yellow
Jackets in battle of Techs

'Additional ianuty member $300

EaD

ER
SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXAND

the

has
now. Brooks
favorite
warned his team about being
overconfident.
"The coaches have really
tried

to

that

Kentucky
Woodson said.

.•
:tit.13

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED I

Lindy Ruler

ic cheating scandal, injuries,
violations of team rules or other
reasons.
So the Wildcats were a little
uncertain Thursday in their first
bowl practice at Vanderbilt
University in Nashville about
whom they will be playing.
"They'll fill those spots. but I
don't know what they have
behind those, because we've
never seen a depth chart behind
those guys.- Kentucky coach
Rich Brooks said.
Florida State was hit hardest
on defense Linebacker Dekoda
Watson, cornerback Patrick
Robinson. who had six intercep-

Georgia Tech (6-51 forced the
Golden Eagles into 16 turnovers

also had four assists, three steals
and four rebounds.
Amadi McKenzie. a senior
from Atlanta, posted his third

tions, and three key defensive
tackles are among the players
who will he out of action.
Partly due to Honda State's

in the first half and Tennessee

double-double of the season.

troubles. Kentucky is a heavy

8
a

across,"
quarterback Andre

get

•

•;:::141
:2

TV, radio
TODAY
BOXING
III
ESPN2 — Heanywelgres. Domenic
Guinn (26-5-1) vs Robed Havel*
(22-10-0) at Vancouver. Brash
Columbia
PREP SAIIKETBALL
MOWS
VERSUS — TAU& Imilloionsi
NM
Tournament,
cousaa PooTSALL
4
ESPN — champs Sports Bow( Boston
College vs Whew Si, at Orlando
Fla
7 p.m.
NFL — Tenn Bowl. TCU vs Houston
al Houston
7:30 p.m.
ESPN — Emerald B.Maryland vs
Oregon Si . at San Frendeoo

•

•

••

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
Advertisers are requested to check

fie first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledge & Times el be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. My error shouid be report5

5
n 50

ed immediately so corrections can
be made.
0,

11115111111131121ii

INDEX
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DEADLINES

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I'M 3 Ad., Mud Run Within 0 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

ftl 11 ta.

I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less- Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart
Saver)

4.f" • "

4O

•

Sardis

Ai:.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Frid
ay 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
02

l'utooI 'hiiNks
The family of Walton
"Monk" Stallons

49

ty
49
Central
ment

45
•. Co

wishes to thank all the kind and caring
people in Murray who extended a loving
hand ofcomfort to our family as we
mourned Dad /"Daddy Monk's" death. A
special thanks to the members of Northside
Baptist Church who ministered to our
family's needs during this time. We also
want to thank all the customers who bought
gasfrom dad through the years at J & S Oil.
Monk loved being at the station to see all of
you when you came by. Thanks to those who
played golfand cards with dad and spent
hours drinking coffee and sharing stories
and rerninicing. He loved and was grateful
that God gave him all these. Our hearts are
,filled with praise to our Lord in Heaven who
allowed us the years together and the wonderful example dad left for us. His loving
and generous spirit will be greatly missed.
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IMMEDIATE OPENING
In Murray for
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SALESPERSON/CUSTOMER
SERVICE
Preferred Skins:
• Bachelor's degree or 2-4 years
product sales/marketing experience
• Advanced computer skills,
e-commerce
• General office duties
• Customer service/order entry
Potential applicant should be motivated,
energetic, and have good organizational
skills. Start a new career today with competitive wages and benefits.
Send resume to:
209 Radio Rd.
Almo, KY 42020
Email: sales@jaeeagle.com

Mak*
WASTE oil wanted
Will pick up used moto
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange. Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215
150
Articles
For SOD
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person, lots of jets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,700.
(573)300-1031
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753-1752
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STER
CATS

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rct
6PM on the
1st Sat, of the month

ABC
SAVES
YOU
S$SS
050
Loot and Found

LOST
DOCS:
Tucker Rd. &
Kirksey area.
Male Beagle with
black collar and
female black and
tan Coonhound
with purple
collar. Reward,

489-2666

ks has
t being
ye really
WOW-

ck

Andre

Suite(

Dominic
Nowlorri

NM
BOWL &Pon
OrlSrPlo

vs Houston
staryieno

Large pnvate mullispeciatty medical practice is
looking for a Billing and Coding Specialist.
Must have extensive knowledge of CPT &
ICD-9 coding for physicians both in patient
and out patient services. Preferred certification as a Registered Medical Coder,(CMR),
Certified Coding Specialist (GCS) or Certified
Professional Coder (CPC or CPC-1-1).
Competitive compensation and outstanding
benefits in addition to an enjoyable work environment.
Please send application to:
Billing/Coding Specialist, P 0 Box
10401, Murray, KY 42071

HELP WANTED'HELP WANTED. HELP WANTED

rat 18
•Classic
Tnnity 36
Co 37
ment
.ntral 38

ABC

Billing/Coding Specialist

68

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting epplications
for a full-time Social
Services
Worker.
Long-term care expert. .once preferred. We
Offer
competitive
:::yrearis wid an exceltent benefit package
::-:Apply in person at
:::Akitthaven of Benton
:-2607 Main Street Hwy
:841 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE.
CLAYTON Homes of
Camden seeks qualified and motivated inclviduel for mail Wee.
260k+ sidential income.
possible. Driest be
fits. Sales experience
required.
731-5849429.
O'TR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Horne
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR (800)488-8087

PROFESSIONAL
SALES PERSON
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetworli.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webs:i.e.
However, as a national
websae, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

DO you love worldrig
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
tor you! Futl time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL-TIME
office
manager/customer
service. Dependable,
detail onented person
needed to manage Pi
local, fast paced office.
Professional
phone
skills and a positive
attitude
a
must.
Excellent pay and benefits. 270-753-8009.

• 3-4 appts daily
• Senior market
•$50,000 income
• Salsry a commission

Call Charlie Rouse
We President
of Sales,
SABER Mgt, LLC
(270)554-4620

50 units
6415
Murray
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts,
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

HOSPITAL bed with
mattress.
Bariatric,
trapeeze bar, side rails.
5
Retail $4,500, asking
price $1,500 OBO.
a
Electric
lift
chair,
0
Golden Technology,
retail. $800
HELP WANTED.HELPWANTED HELP WANTED $1,500
OBO. 436-5180
LIKE new 6x12 tilt utili06
ty trailer, treated floor.
Nip Woad
$600.00. 293-8285
LOCAL
pharmacy CLEANING houses. 20 NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
needs pharmacy techyears experience.
wood, carved legs, felt.
nician. Send resume to 270-759-9553
acc. package, retails
P.O. Box 1207, Murray,
I clean homes and $4,500, selling for
KY 42071.
businesses.
Cell $1,600,
must sell
phone
MEDICAL Secretary
(573)300-11131
1(616)835-8647.
needed for small
SATELLITE System
office. Expenence in
NEED your house
FREE
Medical billing. Please
cleaned?
Get a 4-room FREE.
send
Ref. if needed.
FREE OVA or HD
resume to: P.O. Box
759-9031
upgrade. FREE 6
630 Murray, KY 42071
978-6554
months of HD programming
w/HD
NOW taking applicaupgrade. Get months 3
tions for all poeftioris
FREE of HBO &
and all shifts. Apply
Cinemax.
In person at Sonic
Programming starts at
Drtve-In, 217 S. 12th
Coomection
$29.99 per mo. $5.00
St., Murray, KY. No
4"11Plite
03tlfamor•St
f
for local networks. Call
I imme
phone calls.
210-7834824
Beasley Antenna &
Parkas Comm
Satellite for more info.
RECEPTIONIST for
Pont ri/
14000 Swains'
759-0901 or toil free:
busy medical group.
Nitrallas PC &Pilo Rept
877-455-0901
Full-time with flexible
scheduling. Medical
MOM COMPUTERS
knowledge required.
Service/Sales
Send resume with refRepairs/Upgrades
erences to WKS, 300
759.3556
LARGE
S. 8th St, Suite 401E,
••thr" iv tore op 4101.'1161111
11111,
!kg!"4.
•

11111wow«

Murray, KY 42071.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
LEFE
INSURANCE
SALES

has over

Apply in person at Purchase
in Mayfield,KY. Bring mum.
ASK FOR RON OR AlWr•
WW1

SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training via
be provided If necessary. Send resume to.
P.O. Box 1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.
THE office of Dr
Monte Flommernan is
seeing a Me
NP/PA. Please fax
resume to (270)4439013. ABSOLUTELY
no phone cells accepted

SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD 11K114',

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-31333
BLIYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 438-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-48556

TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

The Walton "Monk" Stallons family
45

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

(270) 753-1713
210
Firewood

2006 AS210
ntermediate Selmer
Alto Saxophone,
played one semester,
per1ect condition.
$1,100 293-4955
Mobile items For Sore
-OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Completely
redone.
2BR IBA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222.
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check! 38R
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear. Only 4 years
old.
Large
deck.
$3,500 down, $495
month. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $5,000 down
$696.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly. 1-800455-3001
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left. Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429.
REMODELED
Doublewide!
4BR,
2BA, 2.000 Sq.Ft.,
New appliances, 1.3
acre lot. Owner financing
available.
$70,000.00 cash or
$5,000
down,
$645/mo.
270-761-HOME

NICE 2BR No pets.
753-9866
320
Apeternts For Fent
1 bedroom apartment
Clean
and
nice
Appliances including
w/d. No pets.
270-436-5496
1 OR 2tx apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, low utilities, references & deposit
required, no pets.
$250/mo. 753-3949
1BR, various locations,
6275-5300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom, all apptiances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
119 East Y Drive. 2BR
IBA. washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnished, new C/H/A
Smoke-free. Water,
yard work included
S450/mo
270-227-5722

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. -12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.6

28R 2BA, garage, all
appliances $650
436-5685

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
, 9 a.m.'4 p.m. M-F

2E1p apartments availelle. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

25R, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
DUPLEX, 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath,all appliances.
$525/mo. 436-5685

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

FOR rent: 2BR
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo.
761-7355

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
IMNISTORAGE
"Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
"We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE Space 707
South
12th
3BR
duplex, C/H/A. 1BR
apt.
753-1252,
753-0606,
761-3694

houses For Aunt
2, 3 & 4BR houses.
Lease
&
deposi
required. 753-4109
2BR near university.
1416
Vine.
$500
monthly. 731-364-2149
3I3R, $500. 2BR,$400.
753-9636.
LARGE 3-4 bedroom
studio apt. on campus
above Bradley Book
Company. Available
January 8th, $550/mo.
no pets (270)293-4602

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel, KY. Over 8,800
S.F. Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business.
Has parking lot, central
h/a, and security system. $1,800/mo.
270-293-9349

RECENTLY
remodeled, small, three-bedroom, one-bath house.
$500 per month plus
utilities. One month
security
deposit
required
Call
(270)293-3572 for an
appointment.
Only
serious
inquiries
please.

*
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BEAUTIFUL
Registered Black Lab
Puppies. 7 weeks
old. 5 male/1
female
leave message:
731-799-5952
CKC registered Toy
Apple head Chihuahua
puppies, 6-weeks old,
vet checked, 1st
shots. $450/each
(270)436-6367
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
MINIATURE Daschund
puppies, males, AKC
registered. 9 weeks
old, red and black and
tan smooth. $350.00.
293-0412 or 293-0413
SHIH-TZU
puppies
clew claws removed,
wormed, current shots,
AKC & CKC $250$350 270-251-0310

WHEAT straw $3 pa
bale. 270-841-1806
mobile number

Yard Sala

ESTATE
SALE
4237 Crossland
Road
Sat., Dec. 27
SAM-12PM
nearly new stove,
furniture

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Lodge& Times
270-753-1916

*

•

*

IIM
ITitY*
Give a gift subscription to the
•

1

MURRAY

* LEDGER&TIMES *:
Home Delivery
Local Mall
3 me..-$21.011
3m..
$131111
6 me.----MA
1 yr.-395.1111 'me.--1164.0
1 yr.-$104.911

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
ii01,(.1 SS
SI 1 -s ((lit k(.I

Rest of KY/TN
(rwy..,a Rodosi)

AJI Other
Sulmaiptleme
3 11910.-$70.511 3e.-VS.*
6 ese.--....011.11111 'me.
I yr.--.$1211.1111 lye.--$145.1111
Money Order

Visa

MX

Name
I St. Address
I
City
I State
I
Daytime Ph.

Zip

Mail this coupon with payment to:

14)14,144..40.•
10111•10(.11.1.••
,
of .

AKC
Registered
Labrador
Retriever
puppies.
Chocolate
and yellow. Male and
female. Well check,
first shots, wormed.
Excellent blood lines.
Ready
now. Call:
(731)247-5319.

*

Cheek
FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

AKC Golden Retriever
pups. Born Nov-27,
ready January-8th,will
be vet checked, 1st
shot, wormed.
$250.00.(731)7823922 or 336-5904

r

rayledger.cOra

a.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 7534216
a
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270-h114 -944k)
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CIS

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
Homes For Sais

SPORTS
CARDS
641S to Midway,
right on 1828W
Sat. • 8AM-2PM
Sun • 1PM-5PM
32 Upper Deck base
Set sets 15 sports
As wrestling hgures
'•iscar toys. Ass! card
4cii5 1st 25 gel free
cards

NO bank qualifying!
Rent to own and
owner-hnancingi
Many homes available
Price ranges from
$50.000 to
Flexible
$160.000
down payments
terms
and
Calloway/Marshall C,,
area
270-781-HOME

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd iobs Free esti
mates (270)762-0910
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2001 Suzuki Grand
Vitara, 444. 79k.
mc-motors net
(270)376-5626
99 Chevy 271. 3rd
door. 18.100
99 Ford XLT, 4dr, 4x4,
57.500
'05 Chevy Equinox,
59.900
-02 Mountaineer, 3rd
seat. $7,100
DO Altirna. 54.500
01 Explorer Sport.
2WD,$5,100
05 Taurus. $4,700
CandK 705-5973
*view ckmotorsky corn

Hi 1 Hot sit.%
%it) Location,

‘%

•‘113 Condition
.viVi.creatiSirprupert”.4•1%i

LOG CABIN PKG a 1
ACRE LAKE
ACCESS WITH FREE
BOAT SLIPS ONLY
869.900. New 2128 sr
iog cabin Beautiful KY
Lake Excellent
financing Call
no's 615-515-5550

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
HA I s WAS i
MANAGEMPs.

*amp

753-4.44 • 2,2" - fi.44

Save me a
lot of
SSSSS

Hill Electric

2 glory 30P 28A,
oak*. 2 car garage.
2 400 sq ft Siang.
4 000 total Landon
Hos Subdivision
i270)210-3191.
;11112

I %IN*, I/I %I 1
I lilt I HI I II I '

WRAY Seeu Just bull
brick
2 400 eq ft
NOT, DOUtOD WM.

Oliva@ heauMul 2.
we 101. cane* to town
270-519$139000
8670 try mew lAirvey

toss lightly Cover Refngerate at least
2 bouts, or until chilled

436-2867 Lamb's
Prolesssonal Tree
Service Conviete tree
removal. gutter
clewing. haukng. etc
Insured
435-5141 A-AfF-OirlDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters.
sink & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repwr pick-up. delivery 436-2867
Fully raised 4373044
AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry.
adons decks
Hauling, crew up Funk
Garage. yards.
buldngs
Prompt depenclabie
Few 'surmises
36 yrs emenence
Anytime 753-9210
ALL tarrillf*V
Framing
Additions
Termite
Water &
Damage Docks &
Motels Home Repair
Larry Nimmo 227-0567

MITA& OP
MURRAV
I- Continuous Gotten,
Garage Door Service &
Repair
Owner Greg NessM
12701 293-$410
NEED HELP?
land -man Services
All remodeling
No lob too small
Free estimates
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
NEED Some Help
Mc00097
eMove Moving Help
from John Probus
270-978-6658
ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a
professional

435-4645

David's
Home
Improvement
Wale Damagn: sx.vs
9reoss & Roor Jams
Reroosing A Punting
Oawd Galmore Amer
We Do tosurono• Woe
•'4 I litumiCara occiaiski

731-247-5422
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
HandYman Work Free
'surname
270-519-6570
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs
435-4645
Tree
YEAFIRY S
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

FREE puppies BOK*
Coale mixed breed
(270)227-2727

I cup chopped celery
1 cup chopped onion
2 bay leaves
1 teaspoon dried thyme
2 cups chicken broth
1/2 cup frozen green peas tor leftovers peas)
1 1/2 cups leftover mashed potatoes
Salt and pepper
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F
In a large saucepan, combine turkey,
carrots, celery, onion, bay leaves, and
thyme Pour over chicken broth and set
pan over high heat. Bring to a boil. Reduce
heat to medium and simmer 5 minutes,
until liquid reduces slightly Remove
has leaves Remove from heat and stir

WASHINGTON (AP) -Coming soon on new presidential dollar coins- Old Hickory.
Old Kinderhook, Old Man
Eloquent and the Last of the

in peas
Transfer turkey mixture to a deepdish pie plate or shallow casserole dish
placed on a baking sheet . Spoon mashed
potatoes over top and, using the back
of a spoon. make an even layer.
Place pie on a baking sheet and
hake 15 minutes, until top is golden
brown and filling is bubbly
As my daughter said 'That's a keep' I want
er and 'I'm so tired of turkey.
to thank all of the readers for their
recipes that you have mailed The next
issue has to do with hints, and special
recipes so please send us an email to
mrmommurraykahellsouth.net or write
Mr MOM at Murray Ledger & Times.
Happy New Year from Mr. Mom & the
Anderson's!

Cocked Hats.
The U.S. Mint, the maker ot
the nation's coins, on Thursday
is unveiling the stately images of
the next four presidents whose
faces will appear on the front of
the shiny gold-colored dollar
coins next year. James Monroe.
John Quincy Adams, Andrew
Jackson and Martin Van Buren
will be the new additions to the
presidential dollar coin series
George
with
started
that
Washington in February.
Monroe, the nation's fifth
president who was nicknamed
the Last of the Cocked Hats-a
reference to the hat worn by soldiers of the American revolution
- will be the first of the 2008
presidential coins. The Monroe
dollar coin will come out Feb.

FOlt I
Parker F
Murray City
Menus For the vanous lunchrooms of the
released by
Schools and Calloway County Schools have been
rs respecBndget Jaszenko and Pat Lane. food service directo
will
schools
ay
4.
Callow
3I-Jan
Dec
of
week
tisely, for the
Murray schools
not he in session on Monday and Tuesday and
y and Wednesday.
v.ill not be in session on Monday. Tuesda
on availabilibased
s
change
nal
ocCasio
to
Menus, subject
ty of food. JTC as follows
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BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Saturday, Dec. 29, 2007:
You do puke a difference, as
you will see this year. You make
an impact, but not in the manner
you anticipate. You come from a
good place, though often by the
sometimes wild and/or off-thewall reactions that you get, you
might wonder if others aren't
coming from a good place. You
seem to be an endless source of
creativity. Work with surprise:
use it as an ally. Open up your
mind and walk through new
doors. If you are single, you
move into a new realm of possibilities. Listen to feedback from
fnends, especially if you think
events take a quirky turn. If you
are attached, you'll discover the
power you have as a couple.
Break patterns. Travel. Enjoy
life more as a team. VIRGO
helps you see the other side.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
- Wednesday Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries
crackers, milk;
cheese. crackers, Thursday - cereal, graham
Friday - muffins, milk
and Juice availPreschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal
, Thursday - biscuit
poptart
.
oatmeal
sday
Wedne
daily)
able
Lunch (assorted
w sausage gravy. Friday - cereal. muffin.
daily) Wednesserved
milk
and
fruits
salad,
vegetables, chef
le, Thursday day - mini corn dogs, green peas, pineapp
beans. Friday
thicken nuggets, roll, whole kernel corn, green
apple wedges
-ham and cheese sandwich. carrot sticks wichp,
d toast, yogurt,
Elementaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorte
Wednesday - bisdaily)
served
milk
and
fruit
fresh
juice.
fruit
st pizza, Friday cuit wsausage gravy. Thursday - breakfa
frurt, chef salles,
vegetab
ed
(assort
oatmeal poptart. Lunch
chicken nuggets, roll,
ads milk served daily) - Wednesday Thursday - taco
pimento cheese, yogurt and animal crackers.
ch, Friday salad, hot dog. peanut butler and ielly sandwi
sandwich.
chicken noodle, roll, hamburger gnlled cheese
cereal and milk
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast,
. Thursday wisyrup
es
pancak
sday
Wedne
served daily)
(assorted
Lunch
biscuit.
e
sausag
chicken biscuit. Friday
daily) Wednesvegetables chef salad, &kids and milk served
fish sandwich; Thursday - chili cheese fries, turkey club, tuna
submarine sandday - chicken nuggets. roll, hsh sandwich,
sandwich,
wich. pizza. Friday - chicken fauta. Bar-B-0 ribette
ch
sandwi
Jelly
and
peanut butler
Poptarts.
Breakfast (cereal, toast. cinnamon toast.
High
es
pancak
sday
Wedne
daily)
fresh fruit and milk served
biscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday - cinnawsyrup. Thursday
les, deli
mon roll Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetab
Wedneeday sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily)
vegetable soup.
teriyaki chickerf taco burger. Thursday - spaghetti,
Friday
ch,
sandwi
chicken
grilled
,
gnIled cheese
ch
Texas toast, ham sandwi
MURRAY CITY
and milk availElementary - Breakfast (toast. cereal, Juice
Friday - egg and
able daily) Thursday - sausage and biscuit.
vegetables, canned
cheese on toast Lunch (canned or fresh
Thursday - thickdeify)
le
availab
milk
lowfat
and
fruit
or fresh
Friday - galaxy
wrap,
cheese
and
ham
en noodle soup
bun.
on
Joe
cheese pizza. Sloppy
and milk available
Middle - Breskfast (toast, cereal, juice
- egg and
daily) Thursday - sausage and biscuit. Friday
vegetables, canned
cheese on toast Lunch (cooked and fresh
Thursday - thickor fresh fruit and low(at milk available clay)
Friday - galaxy
wrap;
cheese
and
ham
soup,
en noodle
cheese pizza. Sloppy Joe on bun.
and milk available
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice
- waffle sticks;
daily) Thursday - sausage biscua; Friday
and fresh
Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger. pizza, cooked
lowfat milk available
ve_. canned and fresh fruit and
sated w/dressing,
deity) Thursday - chill/cheese sticks, chef
wichesee sandfish
ch,
sandwi
thicken
BOO
crackers, Friday
wich

14.
The Mint hopes the presidential series will breathe new life
into dollar coins.
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No Credit Check'
Gwen & nice 38R t
both home on quiet lot
ori Puryeer 1 292 SO fi
hardwood,OOf mos
once' city water &
sewer $3900 down.
Call
1475 month
Aurae (270)753-2222

Tried & True

JOE'S JOBS

5 to 295 acres
Pos., t Calloway
owner financing 489
2116. leave message ow
641S
_
55 acres prime farm
land 3115 Mitchell
Story Rd SW
Calloway County
Good tobacco barn
LAM
well Lots of road
LAWN SERVICE
frontage $275.001
Mowing. Manic unn
i2391269-3037
!Indic aping L
Leal Vat owning
FARM. RANCH or
UMW,toon guaranteed
SUBDIVISION 307
400S in the Northwest
753-1816 227-0611
cian of Calloway Cc
Approximately 1 rt •
YOUR AD
from the new Hwy tic,
COULD RE
cat(3reet for horses.
HERE FOR
tle Of farming
$75 00
ONLY
Owner will possibly
A MONTH
Iniide Offered at
CALL 7.53-1916
53.900 per acre c.,
Shannon Imes to see
ttse plat
270-781 5700/60
Soke 14Xtv
972 1394 CRYE
21 sem mama
Services
Moony
LEIKE
4 Ind
1
Kcs orti 1/
Licensed & Insured
All jot's- tag Of small
Fels*
'*-0WHER

Christmas is
and
over
are
what
you going to
do with the
leftovers?
Ls
there
turkey Potpie. Turkey
has many,
many sandwiches. We
hair a few
r
et
recipes for
ou to try.

Turkey Guesadilla
By Jane Thomas Bagilo
2 Boer tortillas
2 tablespoons cranberry sauce
3 tablespoons grated Cheddar
2 tablespoons leftover stuffing
2 tablespoons cooked and chopped
green beans
1 tablespoons chopped cooked turkey
1 tsp chopped pdapeno peppers
Vegetable oil cooking spray
Recipes
Place 2 tortillas on your board
By Mr Mom I with crasher, sauce and set
Spread
Mark Anderson
aside Spnnkle the cheese over the
other one and crumble the stuffing on
Turkey Pasta Salad
top Add the green beans, turkey, and
By Reader
olaperio peppers Pick up the first tor1 cups
tilla and place it cranberry side down
SO/. uncooked dry penile pasta
the filled one Press gently but
onto
Looked
leftoser
cups chopped
firmly to keep the quesadilla together
I urkey
Spray a nonstick skillet with cookups hritit.oli florets
ing spray and put it over medium heat
I medium ,hupped tomato
the skillet and
I cup i4ozi shredded chnidar cheese Place the quesadilla in
browned
lightly
is
bottom
the
until
cook
onions
green
sliced
8 II/2 cupi
about 2 min6 slices heated. chipped fully cooked and the cheese is melted,
utes Flip the quesadilla and cook it
bacon
another 2 nun34 cup reduced fat ranch dressing on the other side for
utes Slide it onto a cutting board. cut
14 teaspoon salt
it into wedges. and serve
I/k teaspoon ground black pepper
Cook pasta according to package Turkey Shepards Pie
directions Drain, rinse with cold water
By Mr. MOM
Combirie pasta turkey broccoli. toma2 cups leftover turkey meat
large
in
flacon
and
,inions
cheese.
toes
I cup chopped Carrot S
pepper.
arid
:It
it,
Add
howl

• 1,x. ally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
_

1993 Ford Taurus,
tuned-up. runs
smooth. 97.000m, 38,
V 6engine, power
$1 000.'080

New dollar coins
to feature four
U.S. presidents

Turkey Re-visited!

FIX Your Computer!
$40 service fee plus
parts Estimates are
free, 270-210-9712

ABC

lsha Drama,
.1112311

Photo provided
pated this
partici
yees
emplo
al
County Hospit
ments and hundreds of Murray-Calloway
nally, employees
MCCH GIVING: More than 10 depart
Additio
s.
Project
Santa
Murray
ms including Calloway County and
year in various holiday assistance progra
year individual departments take
s in need within the medical community. Every
familie
and
yees
emplo
fellow
for
raised money
hout 2007. Pictured above
throug
es
chanti
yees have given more than $50,000 to
up collections to help others. MCCH emplo
ments that participated.
are representatives from venous depart

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl fences
7 7176
etc. (270)52,
DAVIS Handyworks
Small home repairs.
garages, siding, windows and doors, roofing. No lob too small
(270)227-9484.

Transportation
means saving
151$
6415 Murray
(270)753-6222

270-761-1141 1

man

NADEAU S
Construction
•Flooring .Decks
eVinyt siding eAll
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensedilnsured

Call 753-5606

1 14
.
04110

Clai
Mixr

DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
(impel.r Problem. solved
or business
II
pwl I
270-227-110t7
hi stars etperience

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

.

WOO
FOCI

resolve an issue before it
becomes too much. Deal with
others more directly and with
nurtuting. Tonight: Easy does it.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your personality melts
barriers between you and someone else. If you have strong feelings, the time is now to make a
change or head in a new direction. Someone appears to be
provocative, but that might be
necessary to evoke the reaction
he or she wants. Tonight: Talk
turkey; share more.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Stop and take a deep
breath. You might be making a
bad choice. Think and consider a
new beginning. You might
decide to opt for it. Give yourself
a break. You will feel much better. Tonight: Vanish while you

can.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You speak your mind
but evoke odd reactions. When
you least anticipate it, answers
will appear. You will see life from
The Stars Show the kind of a renewed perspective. Your
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: spirit and inquisitive nature
per4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; delight many, especially one
son. Tonight: Your creativity
1 -Difficult
emerges
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
21)
what
r
**** Relax yet conside
Take charge. Be ready to
is necessary to make a situation ****
e your rightful place
work. Others find you a touch assum
Others listen because they
unpredictable. You waver in sevunderstand lust how much you
e
ultimat
Your
ons.
directi
eral
have to offer. Evaluate and
might
You
ental.
instrum
choice is
directions because of a
change
about
more
much
be discovering
y and intuition work
Securit
need.
to.
d
yourself than you intende
r. Tonight. A must
Tonight Get some much needed togethe
appearance.
rest.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
TAURUS (April 213-May 20)
You see what many can**** Creativity might help ****
You do need to congrasp.
not
will
friends
Still,
.
solve a problem
see. Let hie and
you
what
vey
You,
it.
past
play a role in moving
s
mark your intertivenes
inquisi
considon the other hand, could
. You might experience a
er an altemabve that might make actions
e when you least expect
even more sense -- once the surpns
it. Stay open Tonight: Chat
brainstorming begins. Tonight
Rome wasn't built in a day. away.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Patience, my Bull
**** Your instincts deal with
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
you need to follow
*** Look at the facts and only finances, and
. If you put off this
the facts. You might not realize through
until later, you will be
just how much you need to get impulse
The unexpected
done. You come from a quite sorry.
rake through your
to
tends
though
and
,
position
resourceful
s more often than not'
others express a disconcerting finance
out for a key perunpredictability, you'll prevail. Tonight: Reach
son in your life
Tonight: Happy cicee to home,
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
could be
**** How you see the world **** Your chatter
your ability to read
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annoyin
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a
be
could
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what
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of many stories. Your informa- between the
ion. Be sure
tion. which comes in from out of new point of realizat
you want and where
left field, is extremely informative about what
. A strong sense
and important. Be willing to dis- you are heading
nt Tonight
sect and gel to the facts. Tonight: of direction is importa
Deter.
Fun and games.
BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Goodyear
**** Expenses surge. and Inventor %Charles
Ted Denson
you might be wondering what to (1800), actor
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do. If you Ilsteri and hear what (1947). actress Patncia
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10 years ago
Elected as officers of Temple
Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons were James Prescott,
=SIM Jason Prescott, senior warden; Jack Hall, junior warden;
Dan Taylor, treasurer; Ronnie Burkeen, secretary.
Murray State University Racers won 94-83 over Arkansas and
won 84-76 over Iowa State in the
Puerto Rico Holiday Basketball
Classic. Mays was high scorer for
Murray for both games.

Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Paschall were
married for 50 years Dec. 24.

20 years ago
Published are pictures showing the heavy rants throughout the
area. One picture shows a sign
warning motorists of impending
dangers at the intersection of US
641 North and Ky. 464 in Calloway County The rainfall is now
at 6.54 inches for the month,
according to John Ed Scott, local
official
government
weather
observer. The photos were by Staff
Photographer Greg Travis.
Births reported include a girl
to Lori and David Sears. Dec. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Lancie Morris
were married for 60 years Dec.
24.

30 years ago
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Published is a picture of Glen
Kelso, sitting a top of a load of
dark fired tobacco, that he and
Wallace Rogers transported to the
Murray warehouse by a mule drawn
wagon. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Lowell Atchley.
Michael F. Paschall, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred W. Paschall of
Hazel, has been promoted to senior airman. He is serving at Little Rock Air Force Base, Jacksonville. Ark.
Published is a picture of Kenneth Burkeen with the 8-point deer
he took while hunting.

40 years ago

Parker on Rob Jones Road, east
of Almo, was completely destroyed
by fire on Dec. 27 about 7:30
a.m.
Army Privates John E. Outland Jr. and Ray L. Hill both fired
expert with M-14 Rifles near the
completion of their basic combat
training at Fort Campbell.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Noll, Dec.
12.
Published is a picture of Jim
Neale who bowled a 729 series,
highest series ever made at Corvette
Lanes in Murray.

50 years ago
Published is a feature story and
pictures about Marvin Hill and
his son, Frank Hill, Calloway farmers, who are bringing a new dairy

design to the area. The story was
by Staff Writer James Harmon.
In games of the Mayfield Christmas Basketball Tournament, New
Concord won 80 to 65 over Sedalia
Lions, St. Mary's won 55-62
over South Marshall 55-62, Wingo
won 58-54 over Mayfield, and
Fancy Farm won 83-46 over Murray Tigers.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Futrel), a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Webbie Ross Rogers
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Turner.

60 years ago
Published is an advertisement
by Growers, Doran's, Farris,
Planters and Outland Loose Leaf
Floors announcing about the coming dark fired tobacco sales in
Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Nance,
Dec. 21.
Rev. C.L. Page is pastor of
the Hazel Methodist Circuit which
is made up of Hazel, South Pleasant Grove and Mason's Chapel
Methodist churches.

The home of Kelsey and Lucille

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Dec. 28, the
362nd day of 2007. There are
three days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 28, 1917, the New
York Evening Mail published "A
Neglected Anniversary," a facetious
essay by H.L. Mencken supposedly recounting the history of
bathtubs in America. (For example. Mencken "claimed" the first
American bathtub made its debut
in the Cincinnati home of grain
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dealer Adam Thompson on Dec.
20, 1842, and that the first White
House bathtub was installed in 1851
at the order of President Millard
Fillmore.)
On this date:
In 1694, Queen Mary 11 of
England died after more than five

years of joint rule with her husband, King William III.
In 1832, John C. Calhoun
became the first vice president of
the United States to resign, stepping down over differences with

Son's embrace of family does
not include family's antiques
DEAR ABBY: We have a
large collection of 18th- and
19th-century antiques, mostly
inherited. It consists of furniture, silver, china, Oriental rugs
and artwork. Our son professes an interest when asked, but
recently threw out a very good
(but
not
antique) rug
•
we had given
him.
He
replaced it
with a rug
from IKEA.
His wife
is a sweet
woman. but
Dear Abby does not care
at all about
possessions.
By Abigail
Their house
Van Burert
is chaos -- a
big way station. Because these
possessions are family items
going back generations, I'm
floored by his not understanding the significance and the
good fortune of having them.
How should I approach this? - ROBERT IN ATLANTA
DEAR ROBERT: Talk to
your son, but above all, do not
be defensive. His and your
daughter-in-law's inability to
appreciate the value of the heirlooms isn't a personal rejection. Forgive me if this seems
blasphemous, but some people
consider antiques to be simply
used furniture. And they don't
want he responsibility of polishing silver or having to worry
about breaking a dish.
Because your son's lifestyle
is so different from your own,

President Jackson.
In 1846, Iowa became the 29th
state to be admitted to the Union.
In 1856, the 28th president of
the
United
States, Thomas
Woodrow Wilson, was born in
Staunton, Va.
In 1945, Congress officially
recognized the Pledge of Allegiance.
In 1973, Alexander Solzhenitsyn published "Gulag Archipelago," an expose of the Soviet prison

system.

please give serious consideration to donating your heirlooms
to a museum or selling them
to someone who will appreciate their value. The proceeds
could be placed in trust for the
next generation of your family, and you will have peace of
mind knowing your heirlooms
will be preserved.
DEAR ABBY: I'm the only
African-American at my job. I
work in a small office. I enjoy
my job and get along with
everyone -- including the individual I have issues with. ni
call him "Rick." Rick thinks
it's comical to always talk to
me with what I'll refer to as
'homeboy slang.'
When another co-worker
asked about my plans for the
holidays, Rick chimed in and
said, "Y'all know she ain't 'bout
to tell y'all her business.' Abby,
I don't talk like that, and I was
offended by his statement. Some
co-workers laughed while others said they agreed he was being
rude.
I usually ignore him, but I
can't do that any longer. I deal
with ignorance all the time, but
it's embarrassing at my workplace. How can I put Rick.
his place without blowing my
top? -- HAD IT IN NORTH
BERGEN, N.J.
DEAR HAD IT: The ideal
time to have spoken up was
the first time your co-worker
pulled that nonsense. Take Rick
aside and tell him privately that
he embarrassed you and that
the connotation is racist. If the
man has any manners or common sense at all, he will apologize. But whether he does or
not, make clear that the next
time it happens you'll complain
to the boss. His behavior is
over the line and not funny.

1 High peak
4 "Puppy Love"
singer
8 Neat
12 Diamond —
13 Major nuisance
14 Falco or
Sedgwick
15 Ostrich cousin
16 Bread
for a gyro
17 Biology topic
18 Keep in thrall
20 Conch
21 Pamplona
cheer
22 "Exodus" hero
23 Big shot
26 Calmed
30 Buy
31 Hearty laugh
32 Unrefined
metal
33 Most Vassar
grads
36 Prairie
38 Evergreen

though you have been on the mostleaner' for two years, your btxb
may be reacting adversely. Spe4
with your doctor regarding tite
possibility of a trial period of n
different medication in the siuqe
drug category without the sidr
effect of weight gain. If you
change medications and lose the
weight, you will have your
answer. It is extremely important you tell your doctor of any
other symptoms you have that
may appear unrelated. By connecting the dots, he or she will
be able to pinpoint the cause,
Without knowing more about
you, I hesitate giving you dietary
advice. However, if you are still
unsuccessful, the next logical consideration is your diet. For example, if you routinely consume
foods that contain flour and
sugar, you should eliminate those
two items from your meals. Once
your weight is reduced, you can
expect the cellulite to disappear
as you continue your active
lifestyle.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
used Lipo-Flavonoid for tinnitus, and it is wonderful. My
condition was so bad at times
that it woke me up at night. I'd
recommend it to anyone.
DEAR READER: Tinnitus
can present as a ringing, buzzing.
roaring or clicking sound in the
ears that occurs for a variety of
reasons.
While I have . not had cause
to use Lipo-Flavonoid, numerous readers have indicated it
appears to be effective in treating this annoying condition.
Thank you for your feedback
on this over-the-counter produ.

Below are five bidding sequences.
In each case, state whether you consider the last bid in the sequence to
be forcing (absolutely compelling
partner to bid again), or nonforcing
(allowing partner to pass). A bid that
merely invites partner to bid again is
nonforcing.
Opener
Responder
1+.
2V

2. Nonforcing. This is a raise in
notrurnp and has nothing to do with
Blackwood. Responder is asking
opener to bid six notrump if he ha.(a
maximum for his two-notrump °peeing. and to pass if he has a minimum
Assuming opener's two-notrunw
opening shows 21 or 22 points (different partnerships play different
ranges), responder should have about
11 points for his four-notrump bid.
3. Forcing. Responder's first two
bids were forcing,and so is the threeclub bid. Responder must have a
game-going hand, since he failed to
pass two clubs and also failed to bid
three clubs (invitational) instead of
two diamonds. Ile is still probing for
the proper game or slam contract.
4. Forcing. Opener may be inviting partner to bid three notrump with
a club stopper, or he may he angling
for a slam in diamonds or hearts.
Responder can't tell yet which it is,
but must make the most descriptive
1. Nonforeing. Responder's two- bid he can find at this point.
diamond bid indicated 10 or more
S. Forcing. When responder
points, and his two-notrump bid now
names a new suit below the game
limits his point count to 10 to 12. level opposite a pre-emptive openOpener may therefore pass if he has ing, that bid is unconditionally forcminimum values for his first two ing. If this were not so, there would
bids. It follows that if responder had
be no way to explore for the correct
a game-going hand (13 points or contract'and responder would be
more), he would bid three notrurnp, reduced to taking a wild stab at the
not two.
right spot.
Tomorrow: A little ingenuity helps a lot.

DEAR ABBY: Something
has bothered me for a long
time. and I'm wondering if it's
just me.
My women friends and I
will walk into a restaurant and
the waiter or waitress will come
up and say, "What can I do
for you guys?" or, "What would
you guys like?" Then, after we've
started eating, the person will
return and ask, "How are you
guys doing?"
Abby. I'm not a guy. I'm a
lady. Why can't these people simply ask, "How are you today?"
What do you think? Am I too
sensitive? -- DISGRUNTLED
IN LOMPOC, CALIF.
DEAR DISGRUNTLED:
You are being addressed that way
because the server was not taught
differently. Also, your server
may be quite young and using
the most casual form of English. Are you too sensitive? If
you're letting it ruin your meal.
yes, I think so.

ACROSS

DEAR DR. GOTT: am a
42-year-old female. 'The only
medication I take is Lexapro,
which I have been on for two
years. Within the last eight
months, have gained 35 pounds.
Rather than taking the elevator
at work, 1 am
constantly
running up
and
down
flights
of
stairs.
In
addition to
my day job,
I have taken
on a partDr. Gott
time position
at
night
cleaning.
By
Dr. Peter Gott This entails
mopping
floors, and reaching high and
low to clean. I throw a football
around with my boys and do a
lot of walking, yet I cannot seem
to take off any of this weight.
My doctor has done a number of blood tests, all of which
came back normal. I have also
developed cellulite on my legs,
along with a fat patch below
my knee. Is there any way to
get rid of the cellulite? And why
have I gained all of this weight
in such a short period of time?
I never had a weight problem
fore now.. Two years ago, I
w. hed 135 pounds and lost
10 them while doing a Weight
'era diet that worked but
does t now.
DEAR READER: You seem
to have a peculiar disorder —
resistant weight gain. One lesscommon side effect of Lexapro
is weight gain. Therefore, even
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39 Kind of stove
40 Stock holding
43 Runway site
47 Name in Kians
48 You bet'
49 Bleat
50 Square footage
51 "— cost you'
52 Heating fuel
53 Voting district
54 Flower
55 Antlered animal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Toward shelter
Sketch
Extra
Horrify
Easily duped
Paper toy
Literary collection
8 Computer guru
9 — fixe
0 Pickle choice
1 Raise one's
voice
19 Dobbs of CNN
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20 — Lanka
22 Puffin's kin
23 Big extinct bird
24 Pea-green
boat passencier

25 Lion's quarry
26 What. in

Oaxaca
27 Freight weight

28 Joule fraction
29 Kilo or Joey

31 Deviate,
as a rocket
34 Countless
35 Bridal notice
word
36 Infrequently
37 Deadly snake
39 Lipstick buyers
40 Burger side
41 Zeus' wife
42 State definitely
43 Freeway
do99er
44 Wind
instrument
45 Complain
bitterly
46 Make conversation
48 Just a taste

0%APR FINANCING
AND NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS UNTIL SUMMER
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ALL-NEW LIBERTY
• AVAILABLE INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE FULL-LENGTH
POWER-RETRACTABLE SKY SLIDER ROOF
• ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
WITH ALL-SPEED TRACTION CONTROL'
• FIVE-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH
TEST RATING•

kt
COMMANDER

GRAND CHEROKEE

• AVAILABLE 3 ROW/7-PASSENGER
FOLD FLAT STADIUM SEATING
• STANDARD SIDE-CURTAIN
AIR BAGS ALL 3 ROWS •

0%APR FINANCING
FOR 60 MONTHS

i'wftirilt

• FIVE-STAR GOVERNMENT
CRASH TEST RATING • NEWLY UPGRADED
AVAILABLE 4.71 V8 ENGINE
• BEST-IN-CLASS TOWING
OF UP TO 7,200 LB'

OR

000

$
3
CASH ALLOWANCE

%APR

FINANCING

OR

FOR 60 MONTHS'

To
Ul3,000

CASH ALLOWANCE

COMPASS
PATRIOT

• UP TO 28 HWY. EPA EST MPG
• FIVE-STAR GOVERNMENT
SIDE CRASH TEST RATING
• STANDARD SUPPLEMENTAL
SIDE-CURTAIN AIR BAGS

% APR
FINANCING'

• UP TO 28 HWY. EPA EST. MPG
• STANDARD ELECTRONIC
STABILITY PROGRAM"'
• STANDARD SUPPLEMENTAL
SIDE-CURTAIN AIR SAGS 4'
• AVAILABLE RECLINING
REAR SEATS

OR

$500
CASH ALLOWANCE

% APR
FINANCING'

OR

$500
CASH ALLOWANCE

*FM well-quairftsei buyers *4%art Sr141PCOCI thrOugh Chrysler Financiai See climber for iielaysci payment details. Interest. if any, accrues from date of purchase. Rsaickiney int runs
apt* liwways drive unlit"! consistent with conditions Nitro wear you' seat bet. (2)Star ratings sr* Daft of the
U.S.
of 'll'AnePortation's SetiliCie790v pfocirem
(www sewer gov)(3)Fwsanelng for vsell-qualiftiod buyers. Not ail buyers*. qualify (4)Always sit property in the seat with the Department
seat ben fastened (5)0% APR financing tor 55 months
equals Sill (with oataywq paryiants or 60 months equals $1667 per month per $1,000 with 10% down through Chrysler Financial Financing for welf-quailtied
buyers. Not all
buyers will qualify (61When properly oquippod. Selsoil on 2007 Aufornothie News LOWer Mid-Rwsgii Sport-Utility segment. Jeep is a ?pleated tradernart of Chrysler
LI.C.

